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The Murray Ledger & Times




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
Democrats are waiting for an official
tally of Tuesday's presidential primary
in preparation for their district and
state caucuses to pick delegates next
month.
Meantime Republicans are
discussing the mild upset in which
President Ford topped Ronald Reagan
by about 5,000 votes.
From complete but unofficial results
in the Democratic contest it appears
the 46 Democratic national delegates
will be allotted on the basis of 36 for
Jimmy Carter, eight for George
Wallace and two for Morris Udall.




Persons or business firms who
have not purchased their city of
Murray privilege license or vehicle
license (city sticker) by Tuesday,
June 1 at 5 p.m. will be subject to a
penalty according to Murray City
Clerk Jo Crass.
The last day to purchase the
licenses will be June 1 because of the
MemorialDay holiday on May 31.
The clerk's office will be open until
6 p.m. Friday, until noon Saturday,
close4 Sunday and Monday, and will
be open until 5 p.m. on Tuesday.
All residents of the city who own or
operate a motor vehicle within the
city, limits and ,all non-residents of
the city who are employed within the
city limits are required to purchase
the $10 city sticker annually.
Carroll, swept all 120 counties.
Wallace, despite his fadeout in other
states, managed to get more than 15 per
cent of the total state vote, which by
state law gives him his proportion of
delegates.
Udall, possibly because of intense
campaigning in the Louisville area
during the final days, obtained two
delegates in the 3rd district.
State Democratic officials are
proceeding under the assumption that
the 15 per cent rule applies to the
congressional districts as well as the
state at large, and a Udall spokesman
said Wednesday his side agrees.
The next step for the Democrats is a
series of district caucuses June 12 at
which the final 35 delegates will be
selected from those already approved
by Carter and Wallace. The Udall
choices will be a free-for-all.
Three days later the state Central
Executive Committee will choose the
remaining 11 delegates to • the July
national convention in New York City.
convention in New York City.
All the delegates are bound to vote for
the candidate at least on the first ballot,
but all are going to be loyalists who




Trial began today in Calloway Circuit
Court for Clark Jones, Jr., charged with
first degree robbery in connection with
a hold-up at Cook's Jewelry Store here.
Judge James Lassiter said he does





WASHINGTON ( AP) — After ap-
proving steps to prevent governmental
abuse of federal tax returns, the Senate
Finance Committee is ready to
recommend an extension of individual
tax cuts for the rest of the year.
The tax cuts were first put Into effect
for 1975 to help fight the recession. They
then were extended for the first half of
this year. The bill before the committee
would extend the present tax reductions
for another six months, through Dec.
31
In addition to individual tax cuts, the
measure will include effort to shut off
some tax shelters used by the wealthy
as well as some modest steps toward
tax simplification.
The panel. attempting to prevent tax-
return abuses, voted Wednesday to
tighten controls over access by
Congress, the White House and
prosecutors to income tax returns. -- -
The amendment would require that
the president personally accept
responsibility for any White House
Norman
request for tax information. Once a
year the president would report to
Congress each request made to the
Internal Revenue Service.
White House access to tax infor-
mation would be limited to those high-
level aides whom the president
designated in writing.
On Capitol Hill, the rules would be
somewhat more lenient.
The Senate Finance Committee, the
House Ways and Means Committee and
the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation could have access to
returns as part of their taxWriting
responsibilities.
Any other congressional committee
would be allowed to see returns only on
approval of the full House or Senate.
And no more than four staff members
of the committee could have access to
the tax information.
The Justice Department would be
__requtred to gain a court order before it
could use tax-return information in a
criminal case not involving a tax
violation
Turner and his Leader Dog for the Blind, presented to him by
District 12 of Tennessee lions Clubs, was a guest along with Bill Adtkins of
the Puryear, Tenn., ( lub at the meeting of the Murray lions Club On the
left is Thomas Shirley Murray incoming president, and on the right is Yan-
cey Watkins, in( oming first vk e-president.
bidding on subsequent ballots.
The Republicans will have to make
some delegate adjustments in the sense
that a number of pro-Reagan delegates
elected at last month's state and
district convention will be voting for
Ford on the first ballot to carry out tht
new law's intent.
The Reagan margin at the con-
ventions was 27-8 with two un-
committed. The apportionment based
on Tuesday's vote is 19-18 Ford.
GOP theories on why the president
was able to pull out of the fire after a
late start in campaigning and
organization were varied.
But several officials agreed the
Reagan organization was not as deep or
sidespread as it looked, and that. the
Ford tacticians moved ahead on
organization in the final weeks. They
also spent more money,
Former Gov. Louie Nunn took a
verbal slap at the president for holding
a news conference in the White House
last week for about 50 Kentucky
reporters.
That was taking advantage of the
office. Nunn said, and commented
"I've known candidates for governor
who played it on a higher plane that,
that." •
Olney Owen of Lexington, directing
the Reagan campaign, said his people
might have become complacent after





A crew of workmen has cornpteten
replacing the metal standards for the
1,048 chair seats in the reserved section
of Roy Stewart Stadium at Murray
State University.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancarnp, vice-
president for administration and
finance, said the American Seating
Company, which originally installed
the seats in the three-year-old facility.
agreed to replace the metal standar6
when they began to rust.
An investigation by the firm in-
dicated that interior paint instead of
exterior paint was used on the seats
that were first installed. Replacement
of the metal standards took about two
weeks.
Circus Tickets
Are Now On Sale
The color, pageantry, excitement and
sounds of the traditional American
Circus is coming to Murray on Satur-
day June 5 when the King Brothers
three-ring circus pitches its mamouth
bigtop at the Calloway County
Fairgrounds. The local appearance of
the circus is being sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County)aycees.
Performances are scheduled for 4:30
p.m. and 8 p.m. Tickets can be obtained
from any member of the Jaycees.
Family tickets are ;6 each and will
admit either two adults and four
children or six children.
15 Per Copy One Section-14 Pages
tfigs .1:*:4;efoldi
ONE INJURED—Clifford Garrison, 707 Sycamore, was admitted to the Murray -Callobsay County Hospital after
being iruured in a one-vehicle accident Wednesday afternoon. State Trooper Charles Stephenson said a dump truck




City, County and State authorities
combined their efforts in the arrest of a
21-year-old man in connection with
alleged growing of marijuana here
Wednesday, according to reports today.
Dan L. Robertson is in the Calloway
County Jail on $1,000 bond after being
charged with growing marijuana.
Authorities said 47 plants were
confiscated at the home of Robertson,
















Deaths & Funerals  10
Murray bons Club held its annual Presidents' Appreciation Night Tuesday
at the Murray Woman's Club House Those present and their year of ser-
vice were, left to right, seated, W. B Tolley 1951-52, Dr. C. C. Lowry 1961-62,
Joe Pat James 1959-60, Codie Caldwell 196/1-69, Rue 04rby 1950-51, Ver-
1n .Anderson 1966-67, standing, Inc Pat Ward 1971-72, lames Harmon73474, Lester Nanny 1970-71, Robert Hendon 1960-61. Kenneth Winters
1974-75, and John Thompson, current president. New members installed
by Past President Harmon were Marvin Albin, Gearld Kelly, ferry Moody,
and Dicky Overby.
Band Awards
Staff Photo hv David Hill
Presented;
New Officers Are Named
The annual awards to members of the
Murray High School band were
presented Wednesday at Kenlake State
Park.
Selected by band members as out-
standing in each class were: Heather
Kodman, freshman; Doug Crafton,
sophomore; Terri McConnell, junior;
and Linus Kodrnan, senior.
The director's awards were:
—Best Band Spirit, Doug Crafton
Kathy Fenton, honorable mention );
—Most Improved Player, Alan
Schaeffer ( Leslie Homra, honorable
mention);
—Most Valuable Stage Band Player,




—Outstanding Rifle Girl, Allison
Weaver;
—Field Commander Awards, Pat
Baggett, Tammy Parker
—Outstanding Flag Girl, Dana
Shipley (Kathy Fenton and Barbara
Campbell, honorable mention).
Officers elected for the year 1976-77
are Terri McConnell, president; Pam
Lassiter, vice-president; Mary Ann
Jones, treasurer; Jackie Galloway,
secretary; Anne Gregory, senior
representative; Sharon Baker, junior
representative; Lisa Wallin,
sophomore representative; and Judy
Outland, freshman representative
Chance of Showers
Mostly cloudy with a good chance of
showers today through Friday. Highs
today in the mid 70s. Lows tonight in the
mid 50s. Highs Friday in the low to mid
70s.
The outlook for Saturday is a chance
of showers.
Rain chances are 50 per cent today,
tonight and Friday.
I ions Club President John Thompson presented scholarships to Sharon
Steele of .Murray High School, (enter, and Teresa Moody of Calloway
ounty High S( hoot at the lions ( bib meeting held Tuesday.
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July Vows Planned•
7A7
Miss Kathy Annette Hopkins
Mr. and Mrs. Edison Hopkins of Farmington Route One an-nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of theirdaughter, Kathy Annette, to Darrell Forrester, son of Mr. andMrs. W. D. Forrester of Mayfield Route Seven.
Miss Hopkins is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County ifighSchool and is presently employed in the purchasing depart-ment at Fisher-Price Toys in Murray.
Mr. Forrester is a 1972 graduate. of Farmington High Schooland received his B. S. degree in Agriculture at Murray StateUniversity where he is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon socialfraternity. He is presently self-employed.






Baby Girl Jackson (mother
Rachel), Rt. 1, Almo,_.
DISMISSALS _
W. D. McClain, Rt. I, Box AO,
CIA:VI))
7:30,9:2A
2 :30 Sat., Sun
Farmington, Mrs. Mary J.
Rudolph, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Judith L. Vaughn and -Baby
Boy, Rt. 5, Murray, Robert L
Waters, Rt. 4, Murray, 0th T.
Stalls, Rt. 2,-14asel, Toy Janes,
Rt. 1, Box 47, Dexter.
Thru Thur 6/3 4*
I 7:20, 9:40-4- 2:30 Sat. , SIM
THRU
WED.
MAMMY OF A MAN
1010 OAKS 1021110 )14 81101.1110
inURRAY













• By Abigail Van Buren
Smooth Operator Dials
Right Number
DEAR ABBY: I'm a long distance telephone operator,
and I must have a very appealing telephone voice becausemany men have asked if they could meet me. I never wastempted because I thought, "What kind of a creep wouldwant to make a date with a girl he has never seen and knowsnothing about?"
Well, a few months ago I got a man on the line who wasfrying desperately to locate his brother. I must have called10-plates, and he wasn't at any of them. The poor mansounded so unhappy and frustrated, then he expressed hissincere appreciation for my cooperation.
I liked his manner, and he said he liked my voice becauseit had a "smile" in it. To make a long story short, I broke allthe rules and agreed to meet him. (Don't say where thisletter is from because I could get fired.)
We are going together now, but when people ask me howI met him, what should 1 say? Sign me...
"SMOOTH OPERATOR"
DEAR SMOOTH: Put that "smile" in your voice and tell
your inquisitive„party to dial "information."
DEAR ABBY: Here's a- switch for you: Why should aMarried man who is seeing another girl on the side (me) keeptelling me what a wonderful lover his wife is?






DEAR PUZZLED: Maybe he's trying to get you to tryharder because you're No. 2.
DEAR ABBY: My son who is a junior in high school hasan English teacher who must have a warped sense of humor. (f)She recently gave her students an assignment, of which Ithink you should be aware.
She asked them to write a "Dear Abby" letter, and shetold them to make them as wild and far-out as possible, butalso to make them believable.
don't know the literary value she thinks there is to thiskind of creative writing. I imagine by this time, you havebecome an expert at detecting the phony letters, but I wantto warn you that about 40 of them will be coming your waysoon.
This is modern education?
RAT FINK MOTHER IN CLEVELAND
DEAR FINK: No matter how "wild" the students'phony letters are, they couldn't possibly match some of the
authentic seta I receive.
DEAR ABBY: My sister-in-law and I have been having a
difference of opinion about something that. deals with asexual matter.
I have never regarded sex as "dirty," but 1 don't thinksmall children belong in their parents' bedroom when theparents are having relations.
My brother and his wife have a 3-year-old tapn who isallowed in their bedroom white they are making love, infact, they boast about their openness and "healthyattitude" about sex. They say it is "beautiful" and see noreason to keep it hidden as though it were a crime le,something to be ashamed of.
Maybe 1 am wrong, but it just doesn't seem right to rneNeither my brother nor his wife is stupid, so' I can't
understand their thinking. Please ask your experts if 1 sinwrong or my brother is
ANONYMOUS















Sizes 6 to 18, $00.




students of Mrs. James
were presented and refreshments
Kirk, Melissa Richerson,
Rhonda Johnston.




























































B. Carlin were presented in recital at her home on I uesday, May II, at seven p.m.served. Piaured, left to right, front row, Lurie Lovett, Elizabeth Bailey,back row, Donna Bailey, karen Bailey. Amy pionsinger, Belinda Suitor, Teresa Suiter,
_
Central Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
Open Night tit 9 • Sunday 1 to 6
• Monday 10 to 6
5 FABULOUS SALE DAYS
SWIMSUITS
Many styles to choose from in
solids and prints — oil from our
regular stock Get yours now crt
fobuloin savings during our
Memorial Day Sole(
'Regular 15.99
Famous Name Notionally Advertised
'-1-TOPS - SHORTS
SHIRTS.- TOPS
A tremendous selection of
fabrics, styles and colors at big
savings for this sale
Reg 8.99 to 11.99
Famous Name Nationally Advertised
JUMP SUIT
SALE!
Cosuol and dressy styles. Choice
of fabrics and colors. Big savings
this weekend
Famous Nome Notionally Avertised
DRESSES
A special rock of one and two
piece dresses. There's got to be
one for you Junior and misses
sires
Reg. 22.99 to 31.99
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New City-County Park Discussed
By Easley At The Sigma Meeting
Calloway County Attorney
Sid Easley spoke at the
meeting of the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held Monday,
May 10, at the club house,
regarding the new city-county
Sid Easley
park of which he is t hairman
of the directors and planners
committee.
Easley related that the 9942
acres, purchased by the
county in 1974, were studied by
Borge, Wagner, Sumner, and
Cannon, a Tennessee planning
company which ten sub-
mitted the present master
plan for the park which in-
cludes four ballfields, two
practice fields, two pavilions,
an olYmpic size pool, a
training pool, wading pool,
hike trails, and play equip-
ment.
The council got a $700,000
grant from the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation for the
park, $350,000 of which had to
be provided locally in work or
in funds.
The park committee
chairman said that the work
was almost completed and the
ballfields and pool would be
ready for use on June 1.
The pool area which only
lacks the marblelitz finish on
the pools, consists of a 50
meter L-shaped olympic size
pool, a 30 foot by 40 foot
training pool, a wading pool,
and two buildings ( a dressing
room and concession-first-aid
stand).
Easley said the ballhelds,
four in number, are lined up
back to back with scorekeeper
stands housed on a refresh-
ment and bathroom center in
the middle. This baseball
center is complete with
electric scoreboards and a
loudspeaker system.
The park also features two
scenic pavilions, one near a
spring and the other, which
will be designated as the
•Senior Citizens Pavilion,"
near the reconstructed
original Murray court house.
Easley said the hiking trails
were already completed and a
university group was
presently marking all the
trees along the trail.
The park program will still
Purchase District Fair Queen
Contest To Be Held On July 6
Applications are now being
taken for the annual Jackson
Purchase District Fair Queen
contest to be held Tuesday,
July 6, in conjunction with the
Jackson Purchase District
Fair at Mayfield, -
Girls between the ages of 15
and 19 years of age, who are
single and reside in one of the
eight purchase counties, may
compete in the annual event,
which is being sponsored by
the Graves County Bicen-
tennial Committee.
Applications for the 8 p.m.
event, one of the highlights of
fair-week, can be sent to. the
Mayfield-Graves County
Chamber of Commerce, P. 0.
Box 468, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Anyone seeking more in-
formation can contact Debbie
Harnontree at (502) 247-1262,
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Applicants will be
notified of complete details by
letter after their application
has been received and
processed by the sponsoring
organization.
The Jackson Purchase
District Fair will be held this
year on July 5-10 at the war
memorial fairgorunds on Ky.
121 in Mayfield. All girls from
Graves, Hickman, Fulton,
McCracken, Calloway,
Ballard, Carlisle and Marshall
Aunties, are invited to
compete and have their ap-
plications submitted by the
deadline on June 18.
The fair queen will reign
over all activity at the fair and
will receive a cash prize and
the chance to represent the
Jackson Purchase area in
state fair competition. The
queen's court will also receive
prizes.
The word rascal originally
meant a thin deer, hardly
worth hunting.
include tennis lessons, ar-
chery classes, arts and crafts
instructions, and will now also
offer swimming lessons.
Easley said the old city park
will still be a part of the park
center.
After the program, the
Sigmas held a brief business
meeting led by Martha Pit-
man, vice-chairman. Anna
Ruth Harris will be chairman
for the coming year.
Refreshments were served
by the hostesses, Mrs. Gary
Marquardt, Mrs. Rob Ray,





The Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
closed the 1975-76 club year
with a meeting at the club
house at 7:30 p.m. on Monday,
May 17.
A special open discussion on
"Cancer" was held by the
members. Special emphasis
was given to the Pap Smear
clinics held at the Calloway
County Health Department at
various times and persons
were urged to avail them-
selves of the services of the
local health department.
The members voted to make




sheets for the department for
the year. Mrs. Z. C. Eniz,
secretary, gave her reports
during the business session
conducted by the chairman,
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen.
The incoming chairman,
Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, named her
committees and projects for
the coming year were
discussed. Mrs. Arlie Scott
will be the incoming vice-
chairman.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Mrs. Roy Starks, Mrs.
Ewing Swann, Mrs. Theron C.





Harrison has completed plans
for her marriage to Thomas
M. Smith. Miss Harrison is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Harrison of Farmington, and
Mr. Smith is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Smith of Hen-
derson.
The bride-elect has chosen
her sister, Miss Nan Harrison,
as maid of honor. Bridesmaids
will be Mrs. DeWayne Willis
and Mrs. Rodney Macy.
Flower girl will be Miss Sheila
Smith, niece of the groom-
elect.
Todd Gustafson will be best
man with Jim Smith, brother
of the groom-elect, and
Dwaine Rogers serving as
groomsmen. John Harrison
and David Harrison, brothers
of the bride-elect, will serve as
ushers.
The wedding will be at seven
p.m. Saturday, May 29. at
Antioch Church of Christ near
Farmington. A reception will
be held at the home of the
bride's parents.
All friends and relatives are





Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Sylvia Thomas at
7:30 p.m.
Bea Walker and Janelle
Doyle Groups of Baptist
Young Women of First Baptist
Church will meet at the
church at 7:15 p.m. to go in the
church van to the home of
Mrs. Minnie Harrison.
Clayborne Jones Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church will have a supper for
members and guests at the
Fellowship Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Sub-District UMFY
will meet at Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church at
seven p.m.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
picnic on the lawn of the club
house.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the club grounds at
seven p.m. for a business
meeting
Thursday, May 27
Bicycle Rodeo of Cub Scout
Pack 57, Carter School, will be
held behind the school
building at six p.m.
Friday, May te
The McClintocks, 'gospel
music group, will sing at
Spring Creek Baptist Church,
at seven p.m.
Discovery Walk will start at
5:30 p.m. at Center Station in
Land Between the Lakes.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30




Color slides and live
specimens of reptiles of Land
Between the Lakes will be
shown and discussed at Center
Station at two p.m.
Sunday, May 30
Beekeeping demonstration
will be at Empire Farm, Land
Between the Lakes, from one
to four p.m.
Mr and Mrs. Hollis Miller
will host a sassafras tea party
for those who are either
retired or over 65 at the
Educational Annex of the
University Church of Christ
from 4:30 to six p.m. For
transportation call 753-7406.
Rev, and Mrs. Mickey
Carpenter will be honored at a
reception by the First United
Methodist Church at the social
hall from three to five p.m.
CLOSE SHAVE
RULED OUT
MITCHELL, S. D. ( AP ) -
The clean-shaven look is out for
?kitchen males_
As part of the Bicentennial
Corn Palace Stampede celebra-
tion, Mitchell men are required
to grow beards or to purchase
a S2 shaving permit
Th.wie who grow a beard will
beectne Brothers of the Brush
and will have an opportunity to
purchase a button with that
designation Those who are
found lacking both beard and
permit will be subject to kang-
aroo court.
Specials
Good Thru Memorial Day
One Group
Sportswear 1/2 oFF
Including Jeans 8 Tops
Crhe Group
Sportswear





Reg 55 98 '1 -s2NOW 52





























Summer's newest fashion hit! Above styles in 
natural -
and denim, sizes 5 to 13 at only 26.00; Othe
r styles in
calcutta, denim and beggar's cloth. white, peach
or natural In sizes 5 to l at only 20.4Xt t• 27
.00. .








Go ahead! Play the beautiful fun-in-the-sun
game. in super swimsuits from Bright's,
your swimwear port of authority! Come in
today and browse through the super
collection of swimsuits in the most wanted
solids, stripes and prints in the latest
styles. We're sure you will find the suit
that's just right for you. Junior and
missy at only 14.00 to 36.00
OPEN FRIDAYS
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EdituriaLs and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of dif tering
opinions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
Pit editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those which parrellel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an ir•tivi•fia, u•-•r, •
with their feelings on the p,,
Humanely Speaking
'Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Taking Time To Help
I was hurriedly fixing breakfast early
one morning, darting here and yon in
my housecoat and curlers and keeping
a sharp eye on the kitchen clock, when a
sudden screeching of tires and a
sickening thud stopped me dead in my
tracks. I rushed to the nearest window
and saw a man getting out of his truck
which was stopped in the middle of the
highway. He ran to the back of the truck
:"%",." and stooped to pick up a bloody, furry
little mass of something that he had just
run over. The man gently laid the still
5: quivering animal in the grass on the
P. side of the highway, jumped back into
• his truck, and sped away.
▪ Furious at the man for leaving the
• injured animal without attempting to
help it, I flew out of the house, barefoot,
• housecoat flapping around my bare
• legs, crossed the highway, and knelt
beside the tiny mangled body. I
r. carefully lifted it into my arms to carry
it inside when it gave a pitiful little
moan and died. I stood in the middle of
the highway with the body still in my
arms and sobbed like a child, my tears
staining the already blood-stained fur
of the puppy that only a few moments
before had been frolicking in the road
without a care in the world.
Leaving the scene of an accident in
the human world is a very serious of-
fense which yields dire consequences to
the offender if caught. However, in the
animal world, there is no punishment
nor is there any attempt on the part of
society to catch the offender. The in-
jured animal must depend upon the
good will of the person who inflicted the
injuries to stop and give aid or to take it
to a place where aid can be given.
Sadly, too many times no help is given
and often the offender runs away,
leaving the animal to suffer and
possibly die if no good Samaritan
happens by.
"As long as there is a breath of life,
there is hope." Some wise man long ago
coined this phrase, and it is one that I
am sure we all agree with. At one time
or another each of us has had a sick
family member or close friend -
teetering precariously between life and
death, better one day and worse the
next.. Yet, we never gave up hoping or
praying for that person's recovery. As
CLEDOCEZG MCE
10 Years Ago
Jimmy Felts, grandson of Mrs. Mary'
Compton, and 1966 graduate of Murray
High School, received a scholarship of
$200 from the Murray Rotary Club.
Miss Janice Collins, junior at Murray
State University, has received a
scholarship from the Association of
Childhood Education. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Collins.
Miss Diana Cavitt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. N. P. Cavitt, was named as
Outstanding Senior at Murray College
High School.
The engagement and approaching
• marriage of Jnyce Lynn Hall and
Carroll Hubbard, Jr., has been an-
nounced.
Births reported include a girl, Andrea
• Renee, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Don
• . Butler on May 24.
•••: Mrs. James Fee spoke at the lun-.
cheon meeting of the Alpha Depart-




5-- The new office building of the Murray
Electric System and Murray Water and
• Sewer System will be officially opened
May 28, according to E. S. Ferguson,
superintendent of the Electric System.
Open house will be held throughout the
day.
Miss Beverly Jeanne Stout, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stout, represented
the Murray Jaycees in the Miss West
Kentucky Queen's Contest held last
night.
Holmes Ellis, Jr., of Murray lettered
in track at Murray State College this
year by earning 93 points during the
season. He is a sophomore.
Births reported include a girl,
Cynthia Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. Cool
Compton. Jr., on May 18.
Bobby Hutchens, Robert Foy, Gene
Wells, and Bobby Dowdy, all of
Murray, will receive degrees from the
University of Kentucky, Lexington, on
May 28.
long as there was breath in that frail
body, we knew that there was still that
one chance that he or she would get
well.
The same can be applied to an injured
animal. The only difference between
the two is that the human can be
assured of getting the best possible
medical attention while the animal has
no such assurance. There are few laws
protecting the animal's rights and these
laws are oftentimes not enforced.
All of us are guilty. How many times
have we passed a dog by that was
struggling to get up on his two broken
hind legs or a cat that was meandering
aimlessly from one side of the road to
the other, the sight taken from its eyes
by a blow to its head from a speeding
vehicle?
I know we all may have had some
good reasons for not stopping to help.
For example, was late for work and
no varmit is worth losing time and
pay!" "I had a new dress on and the
dog was so bloody! It would have ruined
my dress." "What would people think?
I haven't had an accident in my whole
life, and I wasn't about to ruin my
record over some silly animal who
shouldn't have been allowed in the road
anyway." "I didn't want to get involved
in any hassle with the owners. They
might have stuck me with the vet bill."
Such excuses are typical of a people
who seem to live by a popular adage,
"don't get involved."
The word from here is Get Involved!
Even if it wasn't your fault, stop and
help the animal. Take it to a vet if
necessary. Carry it over to your neigh-
bor's house and get him .to help. Do
something! But please don't leave the
animal to suffer. It's a horrible thing to
suffer pain needlessly, but it's even
worse to suffer alone.
DOG CENSUS - 2'7
Females: 1 collie type, 1 shepard
type, 5 mixed breed. Males 2 collie
type, 3 mixed breed.
Puppies: 1 collie type female, 3
shepard type females, 3 mixed breed
TemaIeS, 1 collie type male, 3 shepard
type males, 4 mixed breed males.
Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 27, the 148th
day of 1976. There are 218 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1941, the British Navy
sank the German battleship Bismarck
off France, with a loss of 2,300 lives.
The Bismarck had been pursued more
than 1.700 miles after sinking the
British warship Hood three days
earlier.
In 1860, a force under the Italian
patriot, Giuseppe Garibaldi, invaded
Sicily and captured the city of Palermo.
In 1905, a Japanese naval force wiped
out a Russian fleet of 32 ships.In 1936,
the British luxury liner, Queen Mary,
began its maiden trans-Atlantic
voyage. •
In 1937, the Golden Gate Bridge
across San Francisco Bay was opened.
In 1954, more than 100 crewmen were
killed in an explosion aboard the U.S.
aircraft carrier Bennington off Rhode
Island.
In 1964, Indian Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru died in New Delhi.
Ten years ago: Fidel Castro ordered
a state of alert for the armed forces in
Cuba, charging U.S. provocations.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union
signed a 15-year pact with Egypt,
pledging assistance in the recovery of
all Arab territories occupied by Israel.
One year ago: The United States
agreed to end its aid program in the
Indochina kingdom of Laos.
Today's birthdays: Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger is 53. Democratic
Senator Hubert Humphrey of Min-
ntsota is 65.
Thought for today: The pursuit of
truth shall set you free — even if you
never catch up with it — Clarence
Darrow, American lawyer, 1857-1938.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, representatives of six
Indian tribes had an audience with the
Continental Congress in Philadelphia.
The Congress staged a military parade
to impress the visitors.
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Garrott's Galley
1,500 Years Is A Long Tim()
To Live, Student Surmises
By M. C. Garrott
There's no question about it: The
trouble with this world is people — too
many people.
It has been officially estimated that
as of January 1 there were about
4,038,000,000 people •in the world, an
increase of 79 million within the past
year. Between 1850 and 1950, the
population of the world tripled, and this
accelerated even more in the past
years.
The most populated nations are China
with 845 million, India with 614 million,
Russia with 258 million and the United
States with 217 million. Another official
observance is that too many babies are
being born to parents who can't support
themselves.
It was along this line that the
discussion in one of Dr. Jim Frank's
classes at Murray State was headed not
long ago. They were discussing the
exploding population of the world and
its frightening implications when Dr.
Frank, a professor in the Department
of Recreation and Physical Education,
emphasized the startling statistic that
two-thirds of the people born on earth
since 1500 were alive today.
"Gee, Dr. Frank!" an excited student
exclaimed from the back of the room.
"I don't see how that could be possible.
I didn't know people lived that long!"
++++++
While serving as master of
ceremonies at the recent retirement
luncheon for Dr. Robert A. Alsup at
Murray State, Dr. Harry M. Sparks.




"Home, the spot of earth supremely
blest, a dearer, sweeter spot than aE
the rest, where the spirit of Christiar
love reigns supreme in the heart pf
every member of the family," R.
Hamilton. When we think of the breat
down in our homes of America, surer},
our hearts cry out for real Christian
homes. Those homes where there is
togetherness at the Christian level.. .a
sphere where love rules, but where
proper discipline of all is maintained.
This is a place where Christ is the
center of the thinking and actions of the
whole family. They live by the Bible in
respecting, honoring and loving each
other. Parents are not too busy to take
time with the children, and their
examples are such that the child should
follow. When he is older, he goes in the
way to honor God and home and
country because he had the example
instead of the "Do as I say, and not as I
Ella May Miller writes, "When
there's love and affection, home is
earth's most important place for you —
be it a hut, an apartment, a trailer or a
mansion. One homemaker said, 'My
parents are dead, but I still hear their
voices in my choices in life.' Children
bring their friends home for play and
fun, while teenagers congregate for
wholesome entertainment and snacks."
In 1776 there was a spirit of "Home
Mindedness" — what was good for the
home was good for the community.
There was that unity and strength and
purpose that the child, who was a
product carried with him as a way of
life for himself and his country. When
the home fails, the child does not have
that needed strength of resolution for
himself or his country'. Could it be that
the break-down in our American homes
came because parents got their eyes
upon "things" — beautiful houses, well-
furnished, with luxury items one may
enjoy but that fail to satisfy and
children feel no one really cares for
them. Things cannot take the place of
love and concern for them as has been
shown many times.
We wish that we could regain the
spirit of the homes of the past for our
nation today, for there is much need of
strength and determination in many
homes of 1976. An educator recently
stated, "The world could be tran-
sformed in one generation: if all
parents would practice what we now
know about rearing children. There will
be an unlimited future for mankind
when this begins to happen." We know
that if the home responsbility is
neglected, the nation eventually




Teach me thy way, 0 Lord. on
lead me in a plain path, because of
mine enemies. Psalm 27:11.
Who are our enemies? Greed
avarice. prejudice, dishonesty, I.
tongues; how the list quickly gt
The Lord alone can protect us 17
ill these.
president emeritus of the University,
said: "I may look tired to you, and I
should. I haven't slept a wink for three
days and nights.
•*I keep thinking about a trip Lois and
I made back in 1968 to a speaking
engagement in Las Vegas and how we
passed up an old bearded man hitch
hikingliut there in the Nevada desert.
-She kept telling me to stop and
 go
back and pick him up. She felt real
sorry for him. But I didn't go back. Do
you suppose that was Howard Hughes
that I passed up out there in that
desert? III had picked him up, do you
suppose I would have been the one who
was left that $125 million instead of that
31-year-old filling station man?
"I'll bet if you had that on your mind,
you couldn't sleep either!"
++++++
With the big Charity Ball coming up
right away, this came to mind: The
first prize at a costume ball wen
t to a
young woman wearing a maternit
y
dress along with this sign: -I s
hould
have danced all night!"
++++++
Many Kentuckians, particularly
those who have gone off to the big city
and become successful in first one thing
or another, seem to take great pride in
the humbleness of their beginnings.
Generally, they will go to great length
to emphasize how far back in the hills
they lived in their youth.
Thomas T. Noland, executive vice
president of the R. T. Vanderbilt
Company and who happens to be a
cousin of Dr. Harry M. Sparks, is a
native Kentuckian and lists Richmond
as his home. The other day, however,
while making a few remarks before the
Murray Rotary Club pointed out that
this wasn't exactly the way it was.
-I always say I'm from Richmond,"
he said after Dr. Sparks had introduced
him as his "distant cousin from Con-
necticut," "but actually -Pm- from
Silver Creek. In fact, we lived so far up
Silver Creek we had our own tomcat."
Business Mirror
Biggest Buyers May
Not Be Best Patrons
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK AP) — Many small-
business men think their best
customers are the ones who purchase
the most when, in fact, such customers
might be the worst.
This comment is contained in
Commercial Credit Co.'s list of com-
mon mistakes by small-business men,
gathered by its representatives in the
course of making $1.8 billion a year in
sales — credit financing, that is — to
businessmen.
What often makes such customers the
worst, says CCC, is that they often take
two months or more to pay their bills,
thus costing the small-business man the
use of his money during that time.
-Smaller companies frequently do
not keep the right kind of records to
track their accounts receivable," the
commentary continues.
"In many instances the receivables
are not even aged, and small-business
men frequently don't even know how
much they have in receivables on their
books.
"Often the difference between suc-
cess and failure is very slim, and the
balance is tipped in a positive direction
if the small-business man has had a
course in practical accounting, or uses
smart accounts receivable
techniques."
Some small-business men will spot in
such observations a subtle pitch for
having their accounts receivable
financed by CCC, but they and others
will also observe, that if CCC can make
money on such business, they should
too.
There is also a major need for bad
debt insurance among small-business
men, the CCC commentary continues.
"This type of service is utilized most
often by larger companies, but it is the
small-business man who can least
afford to have one of his customers go
bankrupt and thus be unable to collect
his receivables."
Collection agencies are another type
of service that small-business men fail
to consider using in managing their
accounts receivable, says CCC, a
subsidiary of Control Data Corp., the
electronic computer manufacturer.
These agencies, it states, are com-
pletely different from the consumer-
oriented collection agencies, and can be
very effective in helping the
businessman to maximize turnover on
his current assets.
Moreover, the collection agency can
be relatively inexpensive in that it does
not have to be paid anything unless it
actually collects from the customer.
One of the most serious errors of
small-business men, says CCC, is that
they fail to take proper advantage of
their most important current asset,
which is cash. Too often they put the
money in their checking account and
draw no interest.
"More small-business men should
give serious consideration to flexible
short-term investing instruments, such
as directly issued commercial paper
from top-rated companies," it
suggests.
This paper can be purchased and
redeemed easily, and provides interest
during the short times it is held,
enabling the small-business man to
make money on his own money while he
isn't using the capital.
Isn't It The Truth
When a politician dies, he is mourned
by family and friends, and sometimes
missed by his colleagues. He is
eulogized by his enemies, not only
because there can now be no more of
him but because there was so little of
him when he was here.
Copley News tiers ice
Let's Stay Well
It Pays To Fight Fat
You can fight fat if you really
want to. Perhaps an awareness
of the drawbacks of being fat
may help to encourage you to
stick to your diet
Obesity is a health hazard,
particularly when it reaches a
weight level of 20 per cent or
more above normal_
Fat persons especially men,
" live shorter lives Diseases to
which they are more prone in-
clude high blond pressure, sugar
diabetes, caricer, heart trouble
and rheumatism.
In case of emergency surgery
for disease tan acute gall blarT
der attack, appendicitis, or
strangulated hernia) or an acri
dent (a fracture or a hum).
anesthetic and the operative
procedure are more difficult in
an obese patient and the
chances of death ts greater
By F.1 I. Blasingame. MI)
Obesity often impairs the
quality of life, sapping energy
and lessening the desire to par-
ticipate with peers. Fat persons
who enjoy participation in spirts
and regular physical activity are
exceptional.
How many fat celebrities can
you name? Most famous people
are thin and Tit Their physical
condition mirrors self-control
and con.sistent health habits, and
they allow the endurance to
keep up their competitive pace
with some measure of grace and
ease.
Presidents of major corpora-
tions follow essentially the same
weight patterns. The fat man or
woman seldom "makes it to the
top"
While regular exercise con-
tributes to weigtt control and
general well-being. weigh t con-
trol depends largely on deliber-
ate, willful restriction of food in-
take, preferably on a regular,
sustained basis
Practicing gond eating habits
to maintain a normal weight is
the hest method of fighting fat
Winning the fight pays big divi-
dends
Q Mrs RV writes, "(kg 5,
year-oki daughter is quite afraid
to sleep alone in the dark." The
mother asks how to handle this
problem
'A Fear of the dark commonly
aiferts young children hut
usually stops when the child is 7
or 8 years old Talk to your
daughter calmly about her prob
km. Tell her that it is normal
and that she will nitgrrist the
Blasangame
fear. Explain that it is usually
easier to go to sleep in the dark
You will not prolong her fear by
allowing her to keep a dim light
on at night. Give her problem ,4
little dose of time
Q. Mr. 13.0., who 1.5. handicap
ped, is planning a trip to nur na
tion's capital and asks where he
can obtain a list of sites anti
facilities which are accessible to
handicapped persons
A A book on this subject, "Ac
cess Washington" is available by
mad from Information C'enter
for Handicapped -Individnala
1619 M Street NW Washington,
20036
Incidentally. more cities need
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 er
Objectivity and foresight will
be day's prime requirements.
Do not be coerced into deals or
activities which you would not
normally consider.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stars indicate that you could
now strike out for a higher goal.
You may have to take a dif-
ferent route to achieve it, but
the new avenue could be a
better one.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
You may now be able to find
the solution to a problem which
has been bothering you for some
time — and in a surprisingly
easy manner.
CANCER




risky and untried ventures.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)44 Z
Excellent solar influences
continue. Now's the time to
launch new ventures, set forth




Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 1Ptil
Your creative ideas may need
some revision before they can
be carried out, so be sure to
study all angles of feasibility
before presenting them.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
You may have mixed feelings
about some matters, a sense of
confusion. Take sufficient time
to learn what is expected of you
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MAY 28, 1976
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov 22)
747
Differences of opinion need
not result in rifts. Get together
with those concerned and, with
calmness and your innate sense
of humor, you can straighten
out any situation.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)





clusions to complex business
negotiations.
CAPRICORN




favored. Some changes in the
making are for the best.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "'"".:A
You now • have a wonderful
chance to display your
ingenuity and possibly think up
a new way to present an old idea
which could STIU. be feasible.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
Favorable aspects stimulate
orginality and some chance-
taking — if reasonable! But
don't go out on the proverbial
limb and DO avoid extremism.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly gregarious individual
and a born traveler; could
succeed in almost any oc-
cupation which involves
journeys to far places and
dealing with the public. But
your extraordinary facility with
words will probably draw you to
some form of literature,
journalism or the communica-
tions media. All of which adds
up to the fact that, as a travel
writer or reporter, you would be
-tops." You have a gift for
languages, too, and can master
them easily. Study them for, in
whatever profession you
choose, they would be a
tremendous asset. You tend
toward unconventionality and
unorthodox methods but are
discerning enough to hide these
traits when it's advisable.
Despite your inherent dislike
for monotony and -duty," you
handle responsibilites well.
Birthdate of: Thomas Moore,
Irish poet; Ian Fleming, author
( creator of "James Bond"):









Federal State Market News Servi,e Ma)
V, 1976
Kentucky Purcahse Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buy usg Slations
Receipts Act. 187 Est 400 Barrows k
Gilts fully .50 higher Sows Steady 50
lower
US 1-2000-230 lbs. 00.50-50.75
US 1•3 MO-24011w 450.00-50.50
US 2-4 210460 its 249.25-50.00
US 3-4 160-280 lbs 11118_25-49 25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350115s MO 00-41 00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. 14u00-4100
US 1-3 450450 lbs. 840 50-4)50
US 2-3 300,503 lbs 639 00-40 CO
Roars 33 00-35 00 mostly 3500
Blood River Singing
To Be, Scotts Grove
The Blood River Baptist
Association Singing will be
held Sunday, May 30, at 1:30
p.m. at the Scotts Grove
Baptist Church, located on U.
S. Highway 641 North.
Leland Peeler, director,
invites the public to attend.
Mazzoli Calls For Resignation Of Rep. Hays As Committee Head
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
congressman told the House
today that Rep. Wayne L.
Hays should quit as chairman
of its Administration Com-
mittee and resign from the
chamber to help restore its
prestige.
"Something dramatic has to
be done," declared Rep.
Romano L. Mazzoli, 13-Ky. "I
don't think we can wait for the
ethics committee to act."
Hays was not in the
chamber at the time. Rep.
Martin A. Russo, 1)-111.,
challenged Mazzoli's




Mazzoli spoke as Hays'
friends and supporters
A. D. Albright Accepts
Presidency At Northern
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.
( API — Northern Kentucky
State University got a new
president Wednesday as Dr.
A.D. Albright signed a three-
year contract, accepting an
offer of the school's Board of
Regents.
''It's a real challenge," the
63-year-old Albright said of
the post which will reportedly
pay him $45,000 a year. "It's
pleasing to be offered the
position and I think we can do
some real development work
with the university."
Albright also said he had "a
feeling of regret" in leaving
the Kentucky Council on
Public Higher Education
where he was executive
director.
"I regret losing Dr. Albright
as executive director of our
Council on Public Higher
Education," Gov. Julian
Carroll said, "but certainly
the presidency of Northern
Kentucky University is an
extremely important position.
""I resisted the initial efforts
for Dr. Albright to leave the
Council on Public Higher
Education, but upon the in-
sistence by the _ Board of
Regents at Northern for a
person of Albright's talents, it
became very clear to me that
he could make an outstanding
president of Northern Ken-
tucky University," Carroll
added.
Albright will take office July
1, succeeding Dr. Frank
Steely who resigned in
December, 1975 amid con-
troversy. Dr. Ralph Tesseneer
had served as acting
president.
Albright was with the
University of Kentucky in
several capacities from 1954-
1973. His last position at UK
was Vice President for
Planning. He joined the state
SPECIALS
Just In Time For
Graduation
iFor HerDenim tBy Victory
VLevi Landlubber
Skirts .
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Council on Public Higher
Education in 1973.
Abright has a Masters of
Business Administration from
the University of Tennessee
and did his advance graduate
work at New York University.




collkted evidence that they
say shows Elizabeth Ray was
a competent office worker
who performed clerical and
secretarial duties for her
$14,000 congressional salary.
Miss Ray was removed
earlier this week from her job
as a clerk for the
Administration Committee
after she said she earned her
salary by serving as Hays'
mistress. Hays has admitted a
relationship with her, but he
denied that she was paid from
public funds only to satisfy his
sexual desires.
In separate interviews with
The Associated Press on
Wednesday, Hays accused
Miss Ray of blackmailing
him, and Miss Ray countered
that she had received nothing
from the Ohio Democrat
except a sweater, occasional
money for dinner, one month's
rent on her apartment and a
plane ticket to Florida for
Christmas.
Miss Ray contended she was
unable to do office work and
that she was hired only
because she was sexually
involved with Hays. But aides
and supporters of Hays were
gathering samples of what
they said would show that
Miss Ray was capable of doing
office work for her salary.
Meanwhile, the Washington
Post said in today's editions
that a federal grand jury has
begun hearing testimony





newspaper said the grand jury
was asked to consider whether
Hays' relationship with Miss
Ray might have involved
violations of federal laws
covering conspiracies to
defraud the goveriunent or to
convert tax funds to personal
use.
Rep. John J. Flynt, 1)-Ga.,
chairman of the House ethics
committee, said he probably
will call a meeting of the panel
next week to decide how to
proceed in the Hays case.
Flynt said he is polling in-
dividual members of the panel
 -
to get their opinions on
procedure.
Whether or not Miss Ray
performed duties for Hays'
administration panel is likely
to be the focus of in-
vestigations by either the
House ethics committee or the
Justice Department.
The department began an
inquiry about Miss Ray a few
hours after her version of the
story was reported Sunday. A
department spokesman said
she was questioned Tuesday in
connection with the case.
Hays and a group of 28 other
members of Congress have
asked that the ethics com-
mittee look into the matter to
clear the air.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance —Bonds -Real Estate 108 E 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
for The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
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Here's how you Join the Pepsi People...
get your hands on an ice-cold Pepsi-Cola. Anytime
a thirst puts you out of action, Pepsi goes all









feelin' free feelin' that lets Pepsi People get a little
more out of living.
Grab yourself a Pepsi.. .grab one for a friend.
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Ten Tied For Top Spot
In State Golf Tourney
FT. KNOX, Ky. AP) —Ten
golfers were tied for first
place with scores of 73 going
into the second round of the




Thompson, grouped in the
first threesome because of an
C.., hc shot in his regional
to:!rnarnent, was the first to
finish with a 73 on the par 72
Anderson Course here.
"I thought maybe three or
four guys would be in the
lead," said Randy Wilkins of
Russellville, one of the 10
leaders, "but I didn't dream
there would be 10."
Mark Wathan of
Madisonville, also in with a 73,
said the course was. "as easy
as it could ever be. They've
placed every one of the pins in
just the right places. And the
greens are watered so that
they're really holding well,"





was formed for the Murray-
Calloway County Swim Team
last Tuesday night.
W. A. Franklin was elected
president of the first city-
county team organization in
this area. Kay Ray was
elected treasurer.
• Other members of the
committee are: Joe Webber,
Vernie Shroat, Mrs. James
Hart, Gene Schanbacher,
Charles Walston, W. J. Pitt-
man, Martha Pittman, Mary
Ann Russell, Roddie Peebles,






transportation, and the fund-
raising committee.
An eight dollar fee was
established for each member
of the swim team. This fee
enables each member to the
use of the pool during team
practice hours for two months.
There will be an
organizational meeting for all
children interested in joining
the team. The time and place
will be announced at a later
date.
Any child between the ages
of six through high school that
can swim one length of the
pool is eligible to participate.
shooting for a 75 but I've been
getting some good breaks
from this course. I really like
it."
Louisville Moore's Rick
Barger, also among the
leaders, said he liked the
course too but'' cited the
weather as a factor in the rash
of low scores.
"The weather is just per-
fect-not too hot or too cold.
And the wind wasn't blowing
hard either, which is unusual
around here."
Defending champion Russ
Cochran of Paducah St. Mary
was among five golfers tied
for second place with 74's.
The others tied at 73 after
round one were: Scotty Ray,
Central City; Bret Brizendine,
Franklin-Simpson; Bob Jones,
St. Xavier; Craig Ross,
Beechwood; Peter Pfan-
nerstill, Bowling Green and
Howard Logan, Shelby
County.




Jeff Boyd, Mayfield and
Cochran.
73-Denny Thompson, Doss; Scotty
Ray, Central City; Mark Wathan,
Madisonvtlle; Rick Barger, Moore; Bert
Brizendine, Franklin-Simpson; Bob
Jones, St. Xavier. Craig Ross, Beech-
wood; Peter Pfannerstill, Bowling
Green: Randy Wilkins, Russellville,
Howard Logan. Shelby County
74-Bob Haydon, Washington County;
Mark Stevens, Danville, Tom Meyers.
Richmond Model; Jeff Boyd, Mayfield;
Russ Cochran, Paducah St. Mary
75-Barry Bonifield, North Hardin; Carl
Smith, Harlan: Barry Griffin, Hancock
County: Terry Sherard, Eastern; Steve
Schneider, Campbell County.
76-Lee Alexander. Breclunridge Coun-
ty: Dale Barnstable, Jeffersontown.
David Brown, Danville; Jay Welch, Mid-
dlesboro; Curt Burnam, Atherton;
Nathan Clavin, Hoplunsinlle, Harold
Epperson, Clark County, Jim Volpehein,
Covington Catholic
7-Charles Roberson. Apollo, Rusty
Eden, Seneca; Jody Mudd, Butler: Jett
Baechier, Seneca; Charles Berry, Owen-
sboro Catholic; Daryl Landrum, Grant
County; Danny Miller, Henry Clay;
Kevin DeAngelo, Calloway County;
Greg Engle, Tales Creek.
76-Jim Flood, Lloyd: Chip Hall, Mason
County: Dwight Tenney, Henn' Clay •
79-Donme Wiuioat, Harrison County;
Mike Allen, Hickman County; Robert
Walton, Mason County; David Combs,
Laurel County.
60-Jim Vincent, Owensboro. John
Reed, LaRue County, Danny With+ ow,
Lincoln Ccuaity; Mark Boothby.
Highlands, Charlie Ray, Russellville,
Marc Williams, DieSales, Rich Stewart,
Ballard.
61-Hank Gamin. St. Henry.
KI-Gary Clark, Paintaville; Jerry Hay-
wood, Bishop David; Todd Johnson,
Hickman County; Dsnirle Mullen, Lone
Oak; Phillip Dawes, Estill County;
Murray Davis, Ft. Knox; Robert Luzon,
Richmond Model.
83-John Gupton. Green County: Steven
Worley. Southern; Phil White. Southern;
Gary Sullivan, Murray. John Dunn,
Middlesboro.
54- Rusty Menshouse. Fairview;
Darrell Beard, Campbellsville: Bob
Meade. Paintsville, Jim Jolly. Hazard:
J C Faulkner. Bourbon County; Mark
White, Paris.
65-Tom Carmody. Jessamine County;
Steve Combs, Pikeville; Tim McDonald.
Johnson Central; Calhoune Salyers,
Ptuntsville; Larry Hicks, Boone County;
Bruce Scott. Trimble County, Scott
Tarr, Russell.
66-Stuart Johnson, Southern; Jeff
Thomas. Maysville.
67-Louis Cameo, Marion County; Mike
Goodman, Breckinridge County
816-Ertit Evans. Henry Clay
90-Jim Shartzer. Bodin Central.
Ctl.L.,111RAY LEDGER P TIMES)
Areos In Do-Or-Die Situation
In WHA Championship Tonight
WINNIPEG (AP — The
Houston Aeros face a do-or-die
situation in the World Hockey
Association playoff final
tonight and Coach Bill Dineen
says he'll try everything to
halt the rampaging Winnipeg
Jets.
The Jets have beaten the
Aeros in three consecutive
games — the first two in
Houston — and need only a
victory tonight to capture the
best-of-seven championship
series.
"There will be a couple ot
line changes and a few other
adjustments," Dineen said
after putting the Aeros though
a strenuous workout Wed-
nesday. "We have to get out
there and get off to a good
start Thursday."
The Aeros tried that in the
third game Tuesday but in-
stead of getting off to a good
start, they suddenly found
themselves down 2-0 after
three minutes and 4-1 by the
end of the period.
"We can't let that happen
again," Dineen said. "Win-
nipeg is much too good a
defensive and puck control
club to lose a three-goal lead."
The Houston coach said he
intends to change his club's
forechecking tactics in an
effort to break up the Jets'
plays early.
"We have got to get on the
puck faster in the offensive
Two Tourneys
Slated At Oaks
Two golf tournaments will
be held at the Oaks Country
Club over the Memorial Day
weekend.
On Saturday and Sunday,
May 29-30, the Men's Spring
Tournament will be held. Men
playing in a foursome may
tee-off at any time Saturday.
Others will be paired at 1 p.m.
Scorecards must be picked up
in the pro shop.
On Monday, May 31, there
will be a scramble tour-
nament. All members are
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end," Dineen said. "We've
been giving them too much
time to get out. We've only
been sending one forecheckar
when we should be shooting
two or three in deep."
The Aeros, who have won
the league championship the
last two years, have been the
obviously tired club, unable to
keep up the skating ot the
well-rested Jets who have
turned an 18-day layoff prior
to the final into an advantage.
Winnipeg Coach Bobby
Kronun, named coach-of-the-
year in the WHA Wednesday,
said excellent conditioning
has paid off for his club all
season long.
Bob Jones Most Responsible
For Rules Of Golf Nicklaus
By WILL GKIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
COLUMBUS, Ohio ( AP ) —
Tournament golf is a
profesional sport still played
by amateur rules, Jack
Nicklaus says, and the man
responsible for it was the late
Bob Jones.
"If it hadn't been for Jones,
his ethics and lofty standards,
there is no telling which way
the game might have gone
when it got so big after the
war," added the world's top-
ranking player.
"Jones had tremendous
influence. When so many
people began playing and so
much money was involved,
the game could easily have
gone the other direction.
"But it didn't. It is the only
sport where the players rule
'Iron-Man' Jo Jo White Shows
No Bending Signs In Playoff
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Boston's
Jo Jo White is the "iron-man"
in the National Basketball
Association, and in this
season's playoffs he has
shown no signs of bending. In
fact, he has only gotten
stronger.
White, whose 362 con-
secutive regular-season
games represents the longest
streak among active players
in the league, was Boston's
second leading scorer with an
18.9 average as the' Celtics
romped to their fifth con-
secutive Atlantic Divison title.
In the playoffs, he is No. 1,
averaging 23.1 points a game.
White, whose lithe build (he
is 6-foot-3 and 190 pounds)
belies his iron-man role, was a
key player both offenisvely
and defensively last Sunday
when the Celtics beat the
Phoenix Suns 98-87 in the
opener of their best-of-seve ,
nationally televised N
championship series.. f
scored 22 points, incLding .
in the second half and 12
straight for the Celtics in the
fourth quarter, while holding
former teammate Paul
Westphal to a mere eight
points.
White's assignments will be
the same tonight, when the
teams meet in Game Two at
Boston . Garden, before
heading for Phoenix and
Games Three and Four.
When Boston Coach Tom
Heinsohn is asked about
White, he is quick to point out
the player's versatility, and
calls him one of "the
anchors we count on every
game."
"Some say I'm a more
complete ballplayer now,"
said White, in his seventh
season with the Celtics.."But-
the way I look at it, I just try to
do what's necessary' on this
club. There are nights when I
have to score ... and other
nights when we run more and
Sports
In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex. —
Gary Albertine of Louisiana
State stunned second-seeded
Brian Teacher of UCLA 6-3, 7-




ROME — Fred McNair
upset fifth-seeded Roscoe
Tanner, a fellow American, 7-
5, 7-6 and gained the third
round of the men's singles in




Manuel Orantes of Spain
downed West Germany's
Werner Zirngibl 6-0, 6-1 in the
third round -of the 850,000
Duesseldorf International
Grand Prix t( nnis tour-
nament.
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I'm the quarterback."
White said his role now is
that of playmaker, "getting
the ball up the floor as quick
as possible" and to the open
man.
-But, with John Havlicek
hurt, I've had to become more
of a scor'er. How much of what
I do depends on how the other
team is playing, and how
much I think I can take ad-
vantage of what we're doing.
Sometimes, I won't take a shot
at all."
In the opening game, White
took only four shots in the first
half, but he was getting the
ball up the court quickly,
setting up plays and harassing
Westphal. In the second half,
when the Suns' defense sagged
In the middle in an attempt to
stop Dave Cowens (25 points,
21 rebounds and 10 assists),
White became the open man
on the weak side and kept
popping in 15-foot jump shots.
White and Charlie Scott,
acquired from Phbenix a year
ago in a trade for Westphal,
combine to give the Celtics
perhaps their best offensive
backcourt combination since
Bob Cousy and Bill Sharman
teamed up from 1950-61.
Meanwhile, Heinsohn said
he would not make a decision
on whether to start Havlicek
until shortly before the game.
Havlicek is recuperating from
torn muscles in his left foot
and did not start in the opener.
He came off the bench early
And played 40 minutes,
scoring 16 points.
on themselves. No other sport
has been freer from cheating
and scandal,"
Nicklaus changed hats
today, launching over a course
of his own design a tour-
nament which he hopes to
pattern after the famous
Masters in Augusta, Ga.,
which came out of Bobby's
head.
It is the Memorial Tour-
nament, being played this
weekend over the Muirfield
Village Golf Club on the
outskirts of Columbus, where
Jack was born and reared.
Fittingly, the inaugural
event was dedicated to the
amateur immortal from
Atlanta, who crammed 13
British and U.S. open and
amateur championships into
the space of light years and
retired from competition at
the age of 28 after completing
the Grand Slam in 1930.
"No man except my father
has had a greater impact on
my golf career," Jack
recalled.
Jones, plagued during his
later years by a crippling
illness that confined him to a
wheelchair, died Dec. 18, 1971.
"When I was a kid of 11 or 12
years old playing around the
Scioto Club, all I ever heard
were old-timers talking about
how Jones played this hole and
that hole when he won the
Open there in 1926.
"It made a big impression. I
felt like Jones 'was the man
next door whom I had never
met."
Introduction came in 1955.
Jack was 15, playing in his
first U.S. Amateur Cham-
pionship at the James River
course in Richmond, Va.,
when he was summoned by a
stranger in a cart who had just
seen the youngster reach the
long lath hole with two mighty
woods.
-Young man," Jones said,
-I have been watching players
come to this hole most of the
day. You're the first I have
seen reach it in two."
In 1961, shortly before
turning pro, Jack received a
moving letter from Jones,
suggesting that it would be a
great thing for golf if he
remained an amateur.
•'I considered it," Jack said.
"But finally, I decided that if
golf was to be my main in-
terest, I must devote myself to
it completely. The only way I
could do it was as a pro.
"Now I wouldn't trade what
has happened to me for
anything in the world."
But the ghost of Jones still
drives him on.
"He set a tremendous goal,"
Jack conceded. "Remember,
he only played in an average
of four tournaments a year.
And he won almost all of them.
He quit at an age most golfers
are j.ust beginning.
"But what I regard even
higher was Jones' dignity and
principles. They are reflected
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Ex-Red Darrel Chaney Smacks
Double To Beat Former Mates
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Darrel Chaney, who wore a
-Good field, no hit," tag
through seven seasons with
the Cincinnati Reds, is making
a solid case for changing that
description to "Good field,
occasional hit."
And he's making it at the
expense of his ex-teammates.
Chaney, who batted a
meager .207 with the Reds
-before being traded to the
Atlanta Braves over the
winter, came back to haunt his
former club Wednesday,
belting a two-run double in the
ninth inning to give the Braves
a 4-3 victory.
Chaney, who has moved in
as Atlanta's regular shortstop,
stepped to the plate with the
bases loaded and one out,
Atlanta trailing 3-2. He
grabbed hold of a pitch from
Rawly Eastwick, the Reds'
outstanding young reliever,
and laced it to the wall in right
center, driving home the tying
and winning runs.
"I was excited," said
Chaney, asked to describe his
feelings upon beating his
former teammates.
In other National League
games, the Chicago Cubs beat
the St. Louis Cardinals 4-2, the
San Francisco Giants
trounced the Houston Astros
114, the Philadelphia Phillies
shut out the New York Mets 5-
0, the Pittsburgh Pirates
defeated the Montreal Expos
6-3 and the Los Angeles
Dodgers blanked the San
Diego Padres 8-0. -
Cincinnati led Atlanta 1-0
after seven innings but each
team scored twice in the
eighth to set the stage for
Charley's heroics. Eastwick
filled the bases with con-
secutive singles to Ken
Henderson, Dave May and
pinch-hitter Earl Williams
before the decisive double.
Cubs 4, Cards 2
Rick Reuschel, 4-3, stopped
the Cards on four hits through
7 1-3 innings and helped record
his third straight win by
driving in one run and scoring
another for the Cubs.
Reuschel was relieved by
Darold Knowles, who
recorded his fourth save of the
year.
Giants 11, Astros 4
Gary Matthews and Ken
Reitz homered and Chris
Speier highlighted a four-run
fifth inning outburst with a
two-run double, powering the
Giants past Houston.
Phils 5, Mets 0
Steve Carlton, 5-1, held the
Mets on three hits, while Greg
Luzinski and 011ie Brown
slammed two-run homers to
lead Philadelphia to its fourth
consecutive victory.
The red-hot Phils, who lead
the NL East by 5ks games,
have posted a 25-6 record in
their last 31 games.
._. Pirates 6, Expos 3
Dave Parker, sidelined for
13 games with a strained knee,
returned to action for Pitt-
sburgh with a two-rim pinch-
single that sparked a five-run
outburst in the sixth inning
that powered the Pirates past
Montreal.
Dodgers 8, Padres 0
Left-hander Doug Ruin fired
a three-hitter to spark Los
Angeles over San Diego. The
Dodger victory was their first
BAN-TON'' KNIT
FINAILTON TIP- Contrast color trim on the °liar and
placket an fashion featun•s of this full fashioned short
sleeve pullover. Two huttiiiiWimbledon Y open flair collar
fora casual look. 95% textralized Antron• nylon, 5%
Ii 'fin. Automatic machine wash and dry S-M-1-XL
in five meetings against the
Padres this season. Rau was
never in serious trouble as he
improved his record to 5-2
with his second complete
game of the year.
Baseball
Standings




W t..1 Pct. GB
Pi7'S 
26 9 .743 -
23 17 .575 51/2
New York 21 20 .524 71/2
Montreal 16 20 .444 101/2
Chicago 17 22 .436 11
5•. Louis 17 24 .415 12
West
Los Ang 27 15 .643
Cincinne i 24 16 600 2
San Diego 20 20 .500 6
Housl 18 26 409 10Alan
16 26 .381 11
San Fran 16 27 .372 11 1's
Wednesday's Results
A an a 4. Cincinnei 3
Chicago 4, 5.. Louis 2
San Francisco 11, Houvon 4
Pi-sburgh 6, Mon•real 3
Philadelphia 5, New York 0
Los Angeles 8, San Diego 0
Thursday's Games
S. Louis (Falcone 2-3) a•
Chicago (Renko 0-1)
New York (Koosman 5-1) a:
Philadelphia (Kea' 2-2), (n)
San Francisco (Halicki 2-7)
a San Diego (Fos•er 0-0), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Pi• -sburgh a• Chicago
Hous on a A•lan•a, (n)
Los Angeles a• Cincinna - i,
In)
Mon•real a• Philadelphia, (n)
S Louis a. New York, (n)




W L Pct. GB
New York 23 13 .639 -
Bat more 19 18 .514 41/2
Bos•on 17 79 .472 6
Milwkee 15 17 .469 6
Cleveland 17 20 .459 61/2
De. roi 15 20 .429 71/2
West
Kan Ci y 23 12 .657 -
-I-0mm -24- 15 .523 2V2
Chicago 19 16 .543 4
Minneso a 19 18 .514 5
Oakland 17 24 .415 9
California 15 78 349 12
Wednesday's Results
1351 more 6-2, Deroi 06
Kansas Ci•y 144, Texas 2 4,
2nd game suspended 9 innings
New York 4, Cleveland 3
Milwaukee 6, Boson 2
Chicago 1, California ,O, 11 in.
flings
Minneso a 6, Oakland 1
Thursday's Games
Boson (Jenkins 3-5) a• MI
waukee (Broberg 14)
Minneso•a (Blyleven 4-3) a•
Oakland (Torrez 45)
Kansas Ci•y (Spli-ortf 3-5) a
Texas (Singer 3-1), (n), (pre-
ceded by comple.ion of wednes-
day nigh•'s suspended game)
Cleveland (Pe•erson 0-3) a
New York (R May 3-1), (n)
Barimore (Hot zman 3-2) a
Deroi• (Coleman 2-3), (n)
Chicago (Jefferson 11) a
California (Tanana 5.3), (n)
Friday's Games
Bed more a Boson, (n)
New York a• De•roi!, (To
Cleveland a Milwaukee, in)
Texas a• Minneso•a, (n)
Kansas Ci y a California, (n)
Chicago a Oakland, (n)
Four Appointed
SEATTLE (AP) - General




Seahawks' front office staff.
Thompson named Gary
Wright as publicity director,
Tom Fermsted, film director;
Tom LeCompte, assistant
equipment manager, and Jim
Whitesel, assistant trainer.
Wright was publicity
director of the World Football
League, and Fermsted was
assistant film director for the
Minnesota Vikings. LeCompte
was assistant field house and
equipment manager at the
University of Puget Sound,
and Whitesel was head trainer
at Seattle Pacific College.
Ball To NIU
LA GRANDE, Ore. (AP)
Jerry Ball, athletic director at
Eastern Oregon State College,
will leave Aug. 1 to become




Chicago's Ken Brett Robbed Of No-Hitter In Last Of 9th
BY DAN BERGER
AP Sports Writer
ANAHEIM (AP) - Ken
Brett hasn't been with the
Chicago White Sox long
enough to think about a
regular starting job, let alone
a no-hitter.
But the left-handed pitcher
known for his hitting came
within a few inches of fame in
only his second start with
Chicago.
Brett mowed down 23
California players, gave up a
walk, and had two out in the
ninth Wednesday night before
a strange occurrence took
away his shot at glory.
As it turned out, a scratch
single by Angel second
baseman Jerry Remy didn't
affect the outcome, Chicago's
1-0, 11-inning triumph. All it
did was keep a frustrated
Brett from a no-hitter that was
-in the bag."




hurler who wound up with a
two-hitter in 10 innings of
work. "Two years ago in
Pittsburgh I had eight perfect
innings against San Diego, but
I relaxed too much and Fred
Kendall - who I've known all
my life - sliced a slider for a
base hit. So I've come close
before."
He was one out away before
Remy checked his swing and
rolled one down to third
baseman Jorge Orta. Orta, a
cunverted outfielder, dashed
over but the ball went un-
derneath his glove - by mere
inches - and the official
scorer ruled it a hit.
"If that's a hit, I'm bleep,
bleep, bleep. It's a brutal call.
If this is Chicago, it's an
error," Brett said.
Bill Melton took some of the
pressure off official scorer
Don Merry of the Long Beach
Independent, Press-
Telegram.
Orta said he didn't know
whether it was an error: "I
thought I had my glove down
far enough and the ball would
come up. It didn't."
Brett got last-inning help
from Clay Carroll to preserve
the triumph and the newly
acquired Chicagoan is now 2-0
with an ERA of .000. His first
start last Monday came a
week after he was traded from
the New York Yankees. In
that game he permitted just
one hit to Oakland in five
innings.
Carroll relieved in that one,
too, as Chicago won 6-0. The
White Sox have now won 10 in
a row with this extra-inning
conquest, their longest streak
since 1967.
Yankees 4, Indians 3
Oscar Gamble stung his
Ali-Inoki Fight
Rules Confusing
TOKYO (AP) - The June 26 Angelo Dundee, World Wide
match between world Wrestling Federation head
heavyweight boxing champion Vince McMahon and Los
Muhharrunad Ali and pro Angeles promoter Mike Le-
wrestler Antonio Inoki may Bell.
give rise to a new sport: trying The bout will include 15
to understand the rules of three-minute rounds with one-
their contest. minute rest periods after
Officials in Inoki's camp each, with five points awarded
Wednesday announced the to the winner of a round by the
battle's regulations, which referee and two judges - just
often read like a student's in case there is no winner
multiple choice examination, before the 15 rounds end.
One rule says that the It was not immediately
referee may separate the pair known whether the corn-
only if they get tangled in the hatants would be permitted to
ropes. The action then would carry a rulebook into the ring.
resume in the middle of the.
ring.
If a contestant is thrown out
of the ring. he has 20 seconds
to return before being counted
out. But a man also could be
beaten if his shoulders are
pinned to the mat for a count
of three, if he is knocked out
for a count of 10, or when his
corner concedes he is hurt too
badly to continue.
The equipment also is free
choice. The fighters may wear
boxing shorts or wrestling
tights; boxing shoes or bare
feet; four-ounce boxing gloves
or karate protective gloves or
any reasonable modification
of that gear. Or they may fight
bare fisted.
All has a choice of wearing
two-inch gauze with one-inch
tape wrappings on his hands if
he desires, as long as. the
bandaging is supervised by
the Japanese Boxing Council
and an Inoki representative.
But oil, grease or any foreign
substance on the fighter's
hair, body or gloves is
prohibited.
Also prohibited are hitting,
kicking or kneeing below the
belt; butting with the head or
shoulders; jabbing or
thumbing an opponent's eyes
with open glove or hand;
hitting after the break of a
clinch or after the bell, and
tape on the wrestler's fist or
wrist.
Aside from that, the boxer
must observe all the
customary boxing rules while
in a standing position,
although he is permitted to
punch if and when he is on the
canvas. Inoki must display
similar observation of
wrestling rules while standing
or kneeling, but may punch
while both are standing.
Inoki will be permitted to
use karate chops, elbow
stomps and backward elbow
stomps, according to the rules
drafted by Ali manager
Correction!
The portios of Ste
Wilson Woolley Creafire Photography
advertise/me simild lee•ii rook
"Nine Billfold Size'
former team with a run-
scoring pinch single in the
seventh inning, capping a
three-run rally that lifted New
York over Cleveland. Gamble,
who was traded from
Cleveland to New York last
November, connected off
reliever Tom Buskey - a
former Yankee - with two out
to score pinch-runner Sandy
Alomar, who had stolen
second base.
Brewers 6, Red Sox 2
Powered by two-run homers
by Gorman Thomas and
George Scott, Milwaukee
defeated Boston and snapped
a three-game winning streak
for the Red Sox. Winner Jim
Slaton, 7-1, scattered eight hits
and pitched out of several
jams.
The Brewers took the lead to
stay at 2-1 in the second on a
single by Robin Yount and
Thomas' second homer of the
year, breaking a string of 19
consecutive shutout innings by
Boston pitchers. A single by
Darrell Porter and Scott's
fourth homer made it 4-1 in the
third and chased loser Dick
Pole, 1-2.
Royals 14-4, Rangers 2-4
Kansas City's Fred Patek
and Amos Otis drilled home
runs to back Dennis Leonard's
six-hit pitching as the Royals
ripped Texas in the first game
of their doubleheader.
Al Cowens' run-scoring
infield single in the ninth in-
ning gave the Royals a tie in
the suspended nightcap. The
second game was suspended
because of a 1 a.m. local
American League curfew and
will begin at 7 p.m. iCDT )
tonight with the Royals
coming to bat in the top of the
10th inning.
Orioles 6-2, Tigers 04
Lee May drove in four runs
and Paul Blair hit a two-run
homer to pace Baltimore past
Detroit in their first game.
Ron LeFlore extended his
hitting streak to 29 games with
a two-run homer that helped
Detroit win the second game.
Twins 6, A's!
Minnesota's Dan FOWL
his eighth home run of the
season, tying him for the
American League lead, to
send Minnesota ahead as the
Twins went on to beat
Oakland. Ford hornered off
Oakland starter Paul
Mitchell, 1-3, leading off the
fifth inning to snap a 1-1 tie.
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FOR A TOYOTA COROLLA.
Warning this car is deceptive), priced The
pnce is actually a lot tower than it seems
Because it's what you get or that price that
makes our Toyota Corolla 2-door sedan the
best bargain on wheels today
You get big thongs like reclining bucket
seats on hont. rear window defogger power
front disc brakes and a gas-saving 4-speed
synchromesh transmission All standard
equipment No extra charge
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p ,i ,ohH o .ockage tray and a cigarette
•2". ,rsindard equipment' No extra
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pickups to choose from • 19 Toyotas that
get 34 mpg Or better on the highway 46
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• 39 features standard equipment on our
Corolla SR-5 .
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SPORTS
Decision On Limiting OVC
Tourney To Four Expected
Mitchell Resigns
JOHNSTOW N, Pa. I AP)
John Mitchell has resigned as
general manager of the North
American hockey League's
Johnstown Jets, a post he held
for the past 10 years.
The club announced the
action in a brief statement
Wednesday, just two weeks LA GRANDE, Ore. (AP) —
after Mitchell had signed a Erling Odegaard, longtime
new contract. Jets President wrestling coach at Eastern
Ed Joke said the resignation Oregon State College and a
was accepted. He refused to vice president of the U.S.
say why Mitchell resigned and Olympic Wrestling Com-
Mitchell was not available for mittee, retired from teaching
comment. and coaching Wednesday
Mitchell formerly served as because of poor health.
a National Hockey League Odegaard, 56, coached at
referee, an assistant general Eastern Oregon State for 14
manager for the Detroit Red years, developing 18 All-
Wings and as chief scout for America wrestlers during that
the Toronto Maple Leafs. time.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. This year's tourney was at
( AP )—Ohio Valley Con- Western Kentucky University
ference presidents and in Bowling Green and the 1975
athletic directors will decide tourney was at Middle
today whether to limit the 1977 Tennessee State University in
OVC basketball tourney to Murfreesboro.
four teams from the current In a related matter, OVC
eight. commissioner Bob Vanatta
All eight conference teams will give a report on the
participated in the 1976 conference's automatic berth
tourney, although only the in the National Collegiate
four top teams as determined— At hletic Association
in regular season play basketball tourney.
qualified for the tourney when The conference reportedly
it was revived in 1975. is in danger of losing the
It was changed for 1976 and automatic berth.
lost money. League officials also will
At their annual meeting, the discuss plans to meet Title 9
conference presidents and requirements for women's
athletic directors also will be athletics.
asked to choose Austin Peay The Clarksville Leaf-
State University here as the Chronicle has asked OVC
1977 tourney site, officials to open the meeting to
the media under the Ten-
nessee open meetings law. A
spokesman for the paper said
Wednesday league officials
have told him the meeting will
be closed to the press.
Previous meetings have
also been closed to the media.
Odegaard Retiring
Winner Of Sunday's Indy 500 Has Little Hope Of Much Fame
By MARC ROSENWASSER
Associated Press Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (API — If
history repeats itself, the
winner of Sunday's
Indianapolis 500 will be
remembered by the public 50
years from now as little more
than the answer to a trivia
question.
Time holds back for no one.
Not the rich, or famous or
athletically gifted. Not for
George Souders.
The 75-year-old Souders,
who won Indy in 1927, has been
the victim of a racing ac-
cident, a fire and a stroke. Yet
he retains his good spirits.
"I haven't got very much
now," says Souders. "But my
credit is still pretty good."
The years haven't been
particularly kind to him.
His stay atop the racing
world was short-lived after he
swept to what he describes as
a "17-20 mile victory" in the
1927 race. A year later, he was
Hall Named Coach
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
(AP) — Ed Hall, who guided
St. Mary's University of
Canada to a 20-2 record last
season, has been named
assistant basketball coach at
Wake Forest University.





AKRON, Ohio (AP) —
Florida will be the site next
year of a new $100,000 tour-
nament in the Professional
Bowlers Association winter
tour. The competition an-
nounced here will bring the
tour total of $100,000 events to
seven.
Its sponsor, Chris Schoenleb
of Burger King Corp., said it
will be conducted in lanes near
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., or
Miami in February or March.
third at Indy. But two months
after that, he was involved in a
serious wreck in a race in
Detroit "which damn near
killed me."
His left arm, which was
broken in the mishap, was
never properly set. And today,
"it fills a coatsleeve, that's
about all," he said.
Souders held a number of
jobs 'after that, did a lot of
traveling on the $47,000 he won
at Indy in '27 and "did pretty
much what I wanted to do."
The last few years,
however, have been less
happy ones.
A fire swept through his
trailer in Lafayette, Ind., a
few years ago, destroying
virtually everything he
owned, including medals and
trophies from his racing days.
But Souders insists he didn't
need the hardware to remind
hun of his past triumphs.
"I didn't have much of that
stuff left anyway," he said.
You lose 'ern, they steal 'ern
and everything else."
The memory of the 1927 race
is still vivid in his mind.
"I started in the 22nd
position., I was ninth after 90
miles. I made my first gas
stop It 200 miles. I was in the
lead before I had to take a
second gas stop 200 miles
later. By that time, I was far
enough ahead to fill up and
have three of my tires









Fast dependable servi. ti!, Gene Johnson ( 12
years of experience )
We specialize in all types of automotive glass con
denser & gas rank repair
209 S. 7th 753-1751
Check Our Prices First!
Souders says the fame that
has escaped him is of little
concern,
"I never paid any attention
to that end of it. I don't care
anything about that," he said,
adding hopefully, "if they're
sports fans, they don't forget
that sort of thing overnight."
Yet they have forgotten.
According to one of his
friends, Souders is "just a
Hoosier, a plain, ordinary
Hoosier."
Will the winner of this year's
race be remembered as
anything but plain and or-

















The Year To Remember With A Portrait
. 




duty 14 inch sealed
plywood base
114 inch heavy duty
anodized aluminum
roiling









Sold in bunches and serviced by ole reliable, out in the boondocks.
if you even have "just a little hankering" for a pontoon boat, we dare
you to come out, take a ride and a drive on one of these plush, com-


































• COvets and sturdy table
Economical yet high
performance
0 M C or MerCrurser
Stern Drive
Sturdy canopy uprights
for easy lowering or
raising of canopy
(Due to constant product improvements
Horns Monufactunng Corporation. Fiore Dore
Division reserves the right to change feorure ,









for separate air tight
chambers
Also in stock a number of Houseboats for you to
choose from. One to fit your needs. One for every
budget. One for every price. Houseboats from 36' to 541
Fishing Boats from $295.00 up
Super sharp, high performance Taylor Jet Boats.
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake




















































aryl or 4 p
guarantee tio

















Could Save A Life
FRANKFORT, Ky. -- This
Memorial Day Weekend will
see literally hundres of
thousands of automobiles on
Kentucky highways.
And according to 0. B.
Arnold, commissioner of the
state's Bureau of Vehicle
Regulation for the Kentucky
Department of Tran-
sportation, some of those
drivers should not be on the
road at all.
Arnold said he was referring
to recent reports from vehicle
inspection stations across the
state which indicate that one
out of every 13 cars inspected
thus far this year failed to
meet the state's mandatory
minimums for mechanical
safety.
Of special concern to Arnold
and his inspectors in the
Division of Inspections is the
high rate of rejections for
defective brakes and bad
tires.
That concern, coupled with
a predicted heavy increase in
holiday traffic over Memorial
Day Weekend, "could add up
to real tragedy for a lot of
twma 
MISS YOUR PAPER'
Sibscribers who hove net
recelyed thar borne
delivered copy of The
Kerrey Leerier & Times by
S 30 p in Monday-Friday or
by 3 30 p.m se Saturdays
in. urged to call 751-1916
between 5. 30 p.m. and 6
pm Kendal-Friday, or
3 30 p tn. and 4 p.m. Saw-
bays to insure delivery of
the newspaper Calls want
In pkyced by 6 p toweek
days or 4 p m Saturdays to
overrates delivery
people," he said, adding, "it
just isn't worth taking the
chance."
If you are one of those
motorists who are driving
without a valid inspection
sticker, get your car safety-
inspected now. "It only costs
two dollars, but it will buy you
some real peace of mind,"
Arnold said.
Arnold also said that even
those motorists who are
complying with the inspection
law ought to let the local
garage or inspection station
give their cars another once-
over before setting out for the
holiday weekend if they have
any doubts at all about their
car's mechanical condition.
-Make sure that your
windshield wipers are
working, that your lights,
brakes and tires are in good
condition and, if that exhaust
system is borderline, get it
fixed now," he warned.
Only a few weeks ago, a
young Indiana couple and
their baby boy died of carbon
monoxide poisoning in their
car while changing the baby's
diaper at a rest area on
Interstate-75 near Fort Mit-
chell, he said.
"No matter how many
warnings we issue about the
dangers of a leaking exhaust
system," he said, "tragedies
like that continue to happen."
If everyone would think
safety and drive safely,
Memorial Day Weekend 1976
could become the safest
holiday weekend that Ken-
tucky has ever experienced,
Arnold said.
"UNCLE SAM MEETS SOME FAMOUS TRAILBLAZERS" was presented by Den 1, Pack
57, Carter School Pictured left to right Rusty Wright as Uncle Sam, Jerry PvicCuiston as
President Ford, Bobby Brandon as Martin Luther King Jr., David Randolph as Babe Ruth,
Phillip Carter as G. I Joe, Kevin Wolf as Frederick Douglas, Mark McClard as Abraham
Lincoln, and Michael Johnson as Davy Crockett.
Cub Scout 57 Holds Pack
Meet At Carter School
Cub Scout Pack 57 held its
monthly meeting at Carter
School with Cub Master John
Randolph welcoming the Cub
Scouts and their parents.
Randolph presented Kevin
Wolf with his yellow bead
which represents a step
toward his Wolf Badge.
Den 1 presented a skit titled
"Uncle Sam Meets Some
Famous Trailblazers." A skit
was presented titled "Make
Peace Not War" made up
from Scouts from Den 1, 2 and
Did You Know?



















Cub Master Gerald Carter
told of a Boy Scout-Cub Scout
Jamboree to be held in
Paducah on May 8, in which
the Pack was asked to attend.
Plans were made for the Cub
Scouts to attend.
Den 1 won the Cubby Award







Baby Girl Ross mothers
Valerie, Route 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Scott W. McDougal, 104
Hickory Drive, Murray,
Woodrow Foust, 105 Jean,
Paris, Tn., Roj./ B. Shelby,
Route 5, Box 2257, Murray,
Johnny R. Rains, 114 North 7th
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Hollow stmple informat.on on Pally products to res
ets... rotund Send
flu P001 OVEM from par Sage top coupon 46.4 and sretes Sip be 
ref I MO
claws to Rally* Refund Offer P0 Box 3615 Chester PA 19016
CAN CAN
NEW YORK AP) — One
way of measuring a country's
standard of living is by coun-
ting the number of cans its
people use, says Robert S. Hat-
field, chairman of Continental
Can Co.
Hatfield says, ''Americans,
with the highest standard of liv-
ing in the world, use about 350
cans per capita per year. Cana-
da is next with about 250 cans
per capita per year, followed
by Australia and the United












"MAKE PEACE NOT WAR" was presented by combined Dens 1, 2 and 3 at Pack 57,
Carter School. Pictured, front row, left to right: David Randolph, Kevin Wolf, Phillip Car-
ter, David Moffitt, and Bret Waugh, back row Bobby Brandon, Brad Skierkowski, Brent
Priddy, David Daughady, Mary Ann Carter (Den Leader) and Michael Johnson.
Photo by Gerald Carter
Radio Maek
Ion BLOCKBUSTER!






DEEP PRICE CUT ON REALISTIC 6'
ULL FEATURE AM FM STEREO RECEIVER
A real audio bargain at its regular low price—
now reduced 40%' Our STA-77 features FM
mutin6, pushbutton tape monitor, magnetic
o -titi5e-trvocti-644atitets46naluaznate
speaker switch Plus separate bass. treble.
balance, volume controls and built-in
4-speaker capability And tuning meter.
blackout dial, stereo indicator All in a custom
walnut veneer case There's only one place









SYSTEM WITH OUR STA-77
. Realistic STA-77 AM-FM Stereo Recei
ver
with Wood Cabinet
• Two Realistic MC-1000 Walnut Veneer
Bookshelf Speaker Systems
. Realistic LAB-34 Automatic Changer
with Base and $17 95 Value
Elliptical Cartridge
and you can






rnese Iwo credo cards are honoree a _
Real° Snack stores Other crecld plans may alSO bx--
aps.taDie Deis.is at your nearby Save
,:i, l.tdrje














































TO BE AWARDED IN
THE 1976 REALISTIC CB SONG SEARCH'
Get Full Detaels At Partictpattny Radio Shac























,4C puts you in the
5 iction, With all crystallynamic mike Pos
neg groun,
21-14S
REPLACEMENT CB I 95
DYNAMIC MIKE 21 1
1
I.
1 25 Value 68 1046





















edutoment connecOecl so telephone
Company edulpment .1 suorect IC
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Phone 753-7100 Olympic Plaza
LESS THAN 1% SINCE JULY. 16741
NEW STORE HOURS
10-7 M011. thru Thurs., Sat.
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Elton A. Cathey Pete McCoil Dies
Brother Of Local Today At Hospital
Word has been received of
the death of Elton Anderson
Cathey who died Monday at
one a. m. at the Akron
Hospital, Akron, Ohio. He was
69 years of age.
Local survivors include a
sister, Mrs. Lois Kunich, and a
brother, H. L. Cathey, both of
Murray Route Four.
Mr. Cathey is survived by
his wife, Mary, four
daughters, and several
grandchildren of Akron, Ohio;
seven sisters, Mrs. Estella
Turcott, West Virginia, Mrs.
Iris France, Paducah, Mrs.
Nell Sturdivant, Miami, Fla.,
Mrs. Pauline Carpenter and
Mrs. Earlene Logan, Akron,
Ohio, Mrs. Nina Sills, Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Kunich; three
brothers, Bert Cathey, Dover,
Tenn., Gordon Cathey, Akron,
Ohio, and H. L. Cathey.
The deceased had retired
from Akron Rubber Works at
Akron where he had resided
for the past thirty-seven
years. Born June 13, 1906, in
Stewart County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late W. E.
Cathey and Harriet Anderson
Cathey.
Funeral services were held
today in Akron with burial in
the Akron Memorial Gardens
there.
The funeral for Mrs. Alberta
Hine is being held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the J. A' .
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr., is soloist with Richard
Jones as organist.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Huie, age 81; died
Tuesday at 7:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County_
Hospital. She was preceded in
death by her husband, L. C.
Huie. in April 1966, and by two
sons, Van in World War II and
Robert W. in 1967. She was a
member of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Bill (Mary
Anna) Robertson, Chelsea,
Mich., and Mrs. Jeanette
Rohem, Ann Arbor, Mich.;
three sons, James F. and Billy
Joe Huie of Murray and
Harold Huie of Paris, Tenn.;
sister, Mrs. Claude (Retie)
Farmer, Murray Route
Seven; brother, Noble Wilson,
Amarillo, Texas; eleven
grandchildren including
Eddie Huie of Murray.
Bilbrey Graduates
At Medical School
John Baxter Bilbrey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Baxter Bilbrey
of Cadiz, formerly of Murray,
received his degree of doctor
in medicine in the May
commencement exercises at
the University of Louisville
Medical School.
Bilbrey will begin his post
graduate work in radiology at
the University of Colorado
Medical Center, Denver, on
July 1. He is a graduate of
Murray High School and
Murray State University.
Hubert (Pete) McColl of
Lynn Grove died this morning
at 7:30 at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 67 years of age and a
member of Salem Baptist
Church,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mavis Waters McColl, Lynn
Grove; mother, Mrs. Glenna
McCuine, Paducah; two
daughters, Mrs. Phillip
(Pixie) Nance and Miss Anne
McCoil, Lynn Grove; one son,
Gary McCoil, Northport, N.
Y.; one stepson, Aaron
Morris, Murray Route One;
one brother, Mose McCoil,
Mayfield; five grandchildren.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home will have charge of the
arrangements.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Sadie Key Cochrurn are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. M.
M. Hampton and Rev. James
Garland officiating. Ron
Hamtpon and Dan Marine are
soloists with Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Gary and Jerry Key, Joe
Wilson, Junior Ahart, Jeff
Waters, and Max Smother-
man, all nephews. Burial will
be in the Beech Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Cochrum, age 78, died
Tuesday at 7:10 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Hazel Baptist Church.
One son, Frank, died in
February 1968.
The survivors include her
husband, Burie Cochrum,
Hazel Route Two; two sons,
Bob and Jimmy Cochrum;
four sisters, Mrs. Madie
Waters, Mrs. Lois
McReynolds, Mrs. Jennie
-Wilson, and Mrs. Maurene
Marine; two brothers, Robert
and Harry Key; three gran-




The Speer Family from_
Nashville, Tenn., will be
presented in concert at the
University School Auditorium
on Saturday, May 29, at eight
p. m. The singing is being
sponsored by the Baptist
Student Union.
Also featured at the gospel
sining will be Jerry Moody,
gospel artist from Murray.
The Speer Family is one of the
nation's top mixed gospel
singing groups, a spokesman
said.
Tickets are $2.50 advance
and $3.00 at the door and can
be purchased now at the
Christian Book Store.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.3,
no change.
Below dam 302.2, up 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.3,
no change.
Below dam 303.4, down 0.6.
Sunset 8:06 p.m. Sunrise
5:41 a.m.
Moon sets 6:09 p.m.
Military Cadets To Be
Held For Investigation
WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP) —
Officials at the U.S. Military
Academy say the entire junior
class of cadets will be held
over on the post for an in-
vestigation into charges of
massive cheating.
The academy's statement
issued Wednesday did not say
how long after normal sum-
mer departure the cadets
would be held. But a
spokesman said it probably
would be for about a week or
10 days beyond graduation
day, June 2.
Four hundred juniors were
scheduled to remain at West
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has
recommended that John
Whisman be removed from his
post as states' representative
to the Appalachian Regional
Commission ( ARC).
"My suggestion to him is he
ought to be looking for a job,"
Carroll said here Wednesday.
Carroll serves on a three-
governor special committee
which is determining
Whisman's future status with
ARC.
Whisman has been states'
representative to the 13-state
commission for 10 years but
there has been recent
discussion over Whisman's
loss of control over ARC
spending. His veto power over
projects was eliminated last
year by an ARC statute passed
by Congress.
Carroll said he believes
Whisman's effectiveness has
been "almost totally
destroyed," although he said




Revival services will be held
at the Alin° Heights Pen-
tecostal Church on Saturday
and Sunday, May 29 and 30.
Services will beat 7:30p. m.
with Bro. J,rnmy Carroll of
Tiptonville, Tenn., as the
speaker. Special singing will
be featured and the public is
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.
Prices of soots of loclu altered at noon
today fornahed to the Ledger & T3mes by
I hi Sanon Co are as folkms
Airco 27% -1%
Amer. Motors  -%








Republic Steel 3974 -%
Singer 1974 -%
Tappan 9% AS
Western Mike 1774 -%
Zenith  .31% -%
Prices of Mack at local Meerut 01noon
Ern, today, furntabed to the lodger I.
nines by FINS of Miehtgan, Lora, a
Murray are as follows
US. Homes 7% -It
Kaufman & Broad 7% -410
Ponderosa Systems  -%
Kimberly Clark 41% -%
Union Carbide  -114
W.R. Grace 3474 -46
Texaco 2574 -%
General Flec  50 -44
GAF Corp eific  14% -06
Georgia 5274
Pfizer 27% -Ai
Jun Walters 4074 .74
Kirsch 1574 -%
Disney -1-ra-rrars, 5274 -44
Franklin Kart 31 uric
Murray Calloway County Jaycees
Saturday, June 5
*SPECIAL FAMILY OFFER *
* ONLY $600 FOR 6 PEOPLE
Reserve Seats 50c Extra
GET YOUR TICKET EARLY
on., NOT C70,-1 LI, •
Limited amount of tickets on sale now at Bank of Murray,
Peoples Bank, David King & Associates or any Jaycee.
Point anyway, for the
customary training program
for incoming plebes. The other
400 will be delayed in repor-
ting to other army posts for
various summer training
activities.
The statement said the
action will mean that "wit-
nesses and character wit-
nesses, as well as accused
cadets, will not have to be
brought back from leave or
summer training" to testify in
the probe.
The academy's action lent
credence to reports that
hundreds of cadets were in-
volved in cheating on an
electrical engineering
examination they were per-
mitted to take to their
barracks to complete.
Originally 117 juniors were
charged with cheating or
tolerating cheating, both
violations of the academy's
honor code. Sixty-five were
cleared, four resigned, and 48
appealed to an officers'
reView panel.
A spokesman said Wed-
nesday that the review panel
has received charges from the
engineering department that
98 more exam papers are
questionable.
A report by ABC Radio
News said droves of cadets
have been reporting to the
legal department that they
cheated or knew other cadets
who had, and the total number
of suspects has reached 500.
Sources indicated that the
mass confessions were aimed
at forcing the academy to
decide whether to prosecute
hundreds of cadets or make
changes in the honor code.
The code orders cadets not
to "lie, cheat or steal, or







Congress has no intention of
letting the government default




Three members of the
House-Senate Economic
Committee made the com-
ments Wednesday after Social
Security Commissioner
James B. Cardwell testified
that a fund to cover deficits in
the program could go broke as
early as 1981.
The panel was to continue
hearings today with testimony
from the ,Congressional
Budget Office, which contends
the fund, instead of being
depleted, should stabilize at
around $28 billion in 1980 or
1981.
The fund now stands at
about $44 billion, but is being
steadily eroded because Social




said there "isn't ahy doubt"
Congress would act to cover
any deficit that threatens to
stop Social Security
payments. Sen. William
Proxmire, D-Wis., said there
is no way, no way" Congress
would let the system go broke.
Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill.,
agreed, calling it -in-
conceivable that we could fail
as a government to honor the
commitment we have made!'
He said a default in paying
Social Security benefits was
no more likely than a
government failure to pay off
on savings bonds.
More than 32 million
Americans receive Social
Security cash benefits
,F ,(011 PONT HAVE A PEN
JUST FORGET IT, BECAUSE
lUE PONT HAVE AN‘f -
MIONI6HT SNACKS, EITHER
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totalling about $6 billion per
month.
Humphrey said the joint
committee hopes to get the
truth of -allegations that the
Social- Security System is
tottering on the verge of
bankruptcy."
Cardwell said he, too,
doubted Congress would
permit the system to go into
default. But he -stood by
predictions the Social Security
reserve fund would be
depleted by 1981 at the earliest
or the mid-1980s at the latest.
LADY rT-- I HAVE A 25ffiCENTLIRY
RAIN. CoNWLINICATING WITH THESE
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"What will happen after that,
no one knows," he added.
The problem is a long-range
one because of the increasing
number of retirees on the
Social Securiy rolls and a
decline in the birth rate, said
Cardwell. This means a
smaller work force in the
future to pay into the
program, he noted.
He said the system's fiscal
problems have also bepn
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To buy a ticket to the





Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Capsules and
Hydrex Water Pills at












Route 1, Box 39 Far-
mington, Ky. 345-2366.
Just off 564 between
Farmington and High-
way 94. Open 6 days, 12
noon-8 p.m. Closed
Fridays.
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pickup truck tires, Hi-
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +
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Morning, Noon or Evening
TILLERS, Tillers, Tillers
3 h. p. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 h. p. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
di S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
5. lost And Found
LOST U.S. Mall sign off





Avenue, one year old
male cream color
Persian cat Call 753-
1495.
6 Hetp Wanted
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products










force and we need
two representatives
in this area. No can-
vassing. Qualified
leads supplies free. If
you are the right per-
son, you will be
trained in our suc-
cessful method of
sales. If you are 21 or
over, and willing to
work hard to earn










and include 3 references





to start. Must be bet-
ween ages 17 and 26. For
more information call 1-
442-2426 or 1-442-5021.
WANTED - A GOOD
salesman to work the
state of Kentucky and
Northwest Tennessee.
Straight commission.



















14. Want To Buy
USED AIR CON-
DITIONER. Call Dill





15. Articles For Sale
WEED EATER, $29.95, to










Car and Home Stereos, Recorders, CBs
Priced to fit every need
and
Service with every unit








with orange yarn. 72" x
84", 5714" x 47" Calf
753-7982.
PLENTY OF FOCR FT.
fluorescent light with
reflectors, heavy duty
type. Like new. Call or
see James D. Futrell







34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 + 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15"- 37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 39.58 + 3.15
FE Tax. LR 78 x 15" -





BTU to 8,000 BTU. Call
753-9104, Dill Electric.
FRESH CUT OAK bean
poles and tomato stakes.
Can be seen at 609
Sycamore.
CLEAN CARPETS the
save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
STORAGE BUILDING, 2
windows, 50'1 door with
ramps for mower.
$200.00. Call before 8:30
a.m. or after 5 p.m. 753-
7481.
CLEAN EXPENSIVE













freezer with ice maker,
harvest gold. Also
Hotpoint washer, both
are in excellent con-




trunk, one brass bed
Call 753-3139.
SEARS 800 gas clothes
dryer. Modified for
bottle gas. Fuel tank of
gas included $75.00. Call
753-3501.
GOOD USED refrigerator








LIVING ROOM SUITE, 2
recliners, 2 rocking
chairs, 1 odd chair and
automatic washer. Call
753-8206 or 753-1986
G.E. FREEZER 20.3 Cu.
ft. upright. Call 767-4794.
TAPPAN STOVE,
Coppertone, self-




and Service, 500 Maple























combine with 14' grain
header. Call 345-2666.
TD 14-A dozer for sale.
Good condition. Call 345-
JOHN DEERE six row
rotary hoe. Call 435-4467
after 8 p.m.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence







back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
14 FOOT GLASSIKATE
boat, 40 h.p. Johnson
motor, all aluminum
trailer. Top condition,
ready for the lake. Call
753-7846.
SKI BOAT Aluma Craft,
V bottom with 40 h.p.
Johnson motor Call 753-
0705 after 600 p.m. May





10' BOAT TRAILER, like
new. 14' V-hull
aluminum boat. Call 437-
4573.
SAILBOAT -12' Ahuna
Craft. One low . price
includes 2 sails and
trailer. Call 752-5303
after 5:30.





base guitar with velvet




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The

















Plastic put under house.




made any size for an-
tique becLs or campers
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopedic or foam.




Irvin Cobb Road, High-
way. 7321. red worms,
Canadian Night
( Ira wlers. Phone 43E-






and chairs. Call 753-0663.
TRUCK LOAD TIRE
Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15"- 25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.
I.60x14" or 15" - 30.46 +
3.58. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
14' GLASSPAR boat and
trailer, $575.00. CB
walkie talkie 23 channel,
also accordian Call 436-
2516.
XL250 Honda 1975.4750.00




BALER TWINE. 9,000 ft.




MINI t3CB, coax an-
tenna. $80.00. Call 753-
6280 after 5 p.m
ONE RCA XL100
television with 25 in.
screen. In good con-
dition. Call 753-8926.
PHILLIPS REEL to Reel
tape recorder. 7" reels
sound on sound. Very
good condition. $150.00.
Call after 5 p.m., 753-
6280.
RCA STEREO with tape
player. Call 753-1922





turn ial4,, -with an-
tiskate untrol, cueing
lever, counter balance
tone arm. AM-FM tuner
and 90 watt amplifier.
$250. Call 753-1489.
27. Mobile Home Sdie,





Riviera as. Priced to






WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
12 x 54 TWO BEDROOM,
air condition, un-
derpinned Strapped, 120
x 140 private lot. Call
after 5 p m.753-8113.
TWO LARGE LOTS. 12 x
&) mobile home, all





MOBILE HOME for sale
or rent. Two bedroom,
lot 78 - Shady Oak
Paducah, call 1-4424416
after 4 p.m.
1973 ATLANTIC 12 x 65,
excellent condition
Central heat and air.
Call 753-9447 after 6 p.m.
• 
FOR SALE
1975, 12 x 60 all electric
trailer, two bedrooms,
central heat and air,
furnished or un-
furnished- Clean as a
pin. Call 753-4152 or
753-3942
A ;I X1(1 Buy.
- --






Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. call 767-
4005.
21. Mobile Home Sales
12 a 60 1973 Atlantic
mobile home. Two
bedroom, front kitchen
has new carpet, natural
gas, window air con-
dition, electric
fireplace. Call 753-7639.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, all electric. Call
489-2317 or 489-2348 or
489-2666.
28 Heit.m: & oo!,n,
8,000 BTU AIR Condition.
$75.00. Call 753-1358.
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM, 12 x 55,
mobile home, 10 miles
East of Murray off
Highway 94 East.
Couples only, no pets.
$65.00 month, plus
electricity. Call 474-2318.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
SMALL HOUSE outside
city with some land and




house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED one
or two bedroom apar-
tment. Kellys Pest
Control, 100 South 13th.
FURNISHED APART-









753-1221 or after 5:00
p.m. 753-2863.
1600 WISWELL Road






utility room, bath. $175
month, 753-3865.
FURNISHED APART-




school or longer term


































Fawn with black mask,
$100.00. Solid black,
$150.00. Six weeks old on




and puppies. All shots.
Ideal children's pets. H.
D. Hudson, Puryear,
Tenn. 247-5213.





Bernard VI year old
dog, and two Wire-
Haired Fox Terrier, 31s
years old and 7 years














pup, 12 weeks old, all







lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
41 Publit Sal -
MOVING-GARAGE
SALE Saturday, May 29,
9-5 1513 Dudley.
YARD SALE Saturday
29th, 602 Vine 8-4. Avon





this 3 bear ea.:: :sect' 1' ,
both home located a Lynn




1700 se it dereihno
basemen' wedhoul liontooe
Of het% levels 7 bed' owns
7 bartIts You would n••••,,





Town & Country Real Estate
LAKE PROPERTY
JONATHAN CRE Ft
&AO 500 1', acre water
front of and home with
fantastic view of lake Ex
iras law sliding glass doors
redwood deck cathedral
ceilings fireplace sunroom
& pnvate dock give this
property resort luxury year
round
CYPRESS CREEK
$29500 Extra nice 2
bedroom hideaway with
beautiful view of lake
Hving room with fireplace
k,tchen bath & double car
port Large screened porch
l'entral gas heat Aluminum
,..ding exterior & panelled
tri toughout
DONALDSON CR11 K
520.100 Nice 4 bedroom
home only 67 mile from
water in Barkley Shores
Subdivision Living room
kitchen and bath Also will
sacrifice almost new boat
motor & all the trimmings
for a small amount more
Great for the fisherman
BLOODRIVER SUBDIVISION
Out of tcrwn owner says
'get an offer for this 2
bedroom cabin with a
fireplace in the living room
kitchen bath and an en
:losed garage Buy noir'
those hot summer weeken
Is are almost here'
TO WO oiii ry
Kent ,stale
931 Pons Rood Mayfield • 147-4040




WILL SELL TWO ton 1964
Chevrolet flat bed truck.
10 a.m. Saturday, May
29th, 641 Bypass ka mile




same place and time.
Douglas Shoemaker 502-




29th, 10 a.m. rain or
shine. ta mile North of
Murray, Ky. 641 Bypass.
Mr. J. C. Mahan retiring
from contracting will
sell 580 Case forklift,
mast heighth, 21' and 6".
1964 two ton Chevrolet








14" and 18" clipper and
Champion saws. New
18" saw, abrasive
blades, dust hood and
fan, Tusky hoist, two




and cart. Corner poles
and fittings. 3M corn-
pact copier. Opportunity
to get good equipment.
Douglas Shoemaker,
502-753-3375 or J. C.
Mahan 502-436-2456.
FOUR PARTY CAR-
PORT Sale, Friday and
' Saturday, May 28th and
29th. On 18th Street at
Dodson. Not before 7:00
a.m. and until 5:00 p.m.
Depression glass, some















South 10th, Murray. On
June 5, 1976 at 2:00 p.m.
Property cannot be seen






Sale Open every Satur-







CARPORT SALE - '6
family. Friday May 28 -
8 till 5. Saturday May 29-
8 till 4. Behind Love's





REALTY, 711 Main. We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquirkes
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract $o
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a




located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel tq
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our














Cbestsirt St. 751-757$ Murray, Ey
FREE
One of the few remaining things in this
country that is still FREE, is a visit
from ME or one of my associates. For
an estimate of your property, or for an
AUCTION date call- COLLECT,
daytime 388-7251, night 388-7088
Thomas White IL Sons
Auction S. Real Estate
&Wawa, Ky.
Public Auction
Saturday, May 29th, 10 a.m. 312 Woodlawn,
Murray, Ky. Turn South on S. 16th off Highway
94 on Main St. to Sycamore, East on Sycamore to.-
Woodlawn..Household furnishings, living room
couch and chair, chest of drawers, old rocker.
dining room table and 6 chairs, china cabinat
refrigerator, G. E. Pot Scrubber dish wash f
matching Frigidaire washer and dryer. 9 x
carpet, patio umbrella table with 4 padde,1
chairs, fireplace set, pictures and plaques, Ian
ps, platform rocker, window fan, sewing table,
marble base lamps, nice desk, oil lamps. Small •
stereo, ice tongs, 110 electric heater, vases,
silverware, dishes, cookware, camping equip-
ment, linens, toys, electric train, electric blen-
der, stone jugs, iron dutch oven, skillets, plus
many more items. Terrill-cash or personalized -
checks, sale rain or shine. Sold out, moving to





Col. Ray Alford Auctioneer
or S.
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3:5 ACRES NEAR Ky.
Lake, Kirby Jennings
Trail. $400 per acre.
Address to P. 0 Box
32H, Murray.
QN 64 1 SOUTH, 10 room, 4
br., 2 bath, brick home
with den, dining room,
and full basement. Wall
to wall carpet, and lots
of extras. On Pt acres.
At rear of property is a 5
car clean-up shop with
air compressor, heaters,
furniture for office, and
coke machine. Call Guy
Spann Realty for ap-
pointment, 753-7724.
3LE .11k. X 1E 30 Mb
43 Rea! Estate
Accessible Yet Secluded
this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road • about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real
Estates, 505 Math S.,
Murray, 753-0101-7531 or
Bob Rodgers 753-7116
After June 1, 1976, a 10% penalty will
be added to the purchase of Motor
Vehicle License and Business
Privilege Licenses. The City Clerk's of-
fice will be open each Friday until 6:00
p.m. and on Saturday,
May 22 8 a.m.-12:00
May 29 8 a.m.-12:00
The Clerk's office will be closed Mon-
day, May 31, in observance of
Memorial Day.
Auction
Saturday, June 5th, 1976
1:30 P. M.
Nice selection of household and home shop fur-






rsopperud Realty is pleased to announce that:
George S. Gallagher
is now associated with our firm as a full-time, licen-)
sed Sales Representative. Mr. Gallagher retired
from U. S. Federal Service in 1973 after thirty-two
years. He is a candidate for a Bachelor's Degree in
Real Estate from Murray State University. He and
his wife, Mabel, and youngest son, John, reside at
1814 Sherrie Lane.








with plenty of shade
trees. Five acres of
pasture under new
fence. Four outbuildings
and deep well, 2 .miles
East of Murray on
Lassiter Rd., 4th house







pond and 6 tillable
acres. Good investment
for less than $500 per
acre. Call 753-8080 or






Just listed almost new 3
bedroom, lit bath brick
ranch home on quiet
street in nice neigh-
borhood. Home is ex-
tremely neat and well
decorated, has central
heat and air, garage and
covered concrete patio.
Priced in low 30's. Check
first with KOPPERUD
REALTY, phone 753-
1222 for personal, full-
time Real Estate Ser-
vice.
4. lots For Sale
CANTERBURY LOT.
with trees in city. Tall
753-6183 after 3:30 p.m.
BY OWNER-LOTS for
mobile homes on Ky.
Lake and near Murray.




Barkley lot in Rock-




Dr., Route 3, Cynthiana.




off Highway 280. Route 1
no. 280, Pineville, Ky.
40977.
46 Homes For Sale
For
Sale
House, 6 rooms with
bath, front and back




1:00 P. M. - RAIN or SHINE!
LOCATION: 300 South 7th, Mayfield, Kentucky. Acr
oss the street from May-
field Transmission Company.
Selling the franchise of City Cob, Inc. and other miscellaneous items.
Items below will be sold with franchise:
.1 , FLEET: 3- 1972 Dodge cars
1 - 1971 Dodge car
I - 1971 Plymouth tor
2 CB EQUIPMENT: 3 CB base units
5 mobile units





MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS TO BE SOLD:
16 ft runabout with 75 h.p. Johnson motor; 1-20 h.p, Evinrude motor; 1967 
school
bus '24 passenger ; 2-A Farmall tractors, both with 1 
row cultivators; old horse-
drown wagon; 5 ton hydraulic floor jock; 5 ton bumper jack; 100 - 1 gal. 
cans of
anti-freeze; brake bleeder air tank; battery charger; 1974 Ch
evrolet Motor Home
with 5,000 actual miles with air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, bath, 
heat 'like
new
TERMS: Cash - If you need financing on franchise or any 
information contact
Louis Brown anytime prior to sale.
POSSESSION: June 1, 1976
OWNER: Louis Brown, 247-1417
112 TERMS - CASH
.For further information coil
Larry Clark Auction Service
50071 4 MAYTIRD, 1111411.11-4. 
5140141 247.157
R.ARDALL RUSHING App Auctioneer 376 5679
4E Homes For Sale
Brightly decorated













Call 753-6387 for ap-
pointment.
THREE BEDROOM 2
bath brick lake front
home at I.akeway





garage on 1 acre lot near
Coldwater. Call 489-2617
or 345-2292.





garage. Priced to sell




on one acre in a
beautiful country set-
ting. For a private
showing call Bob 753-
3509. Claude L. Miller
Real Estate - 753-5064.
PRICE REDUCED to
$29,750 on nice 3
bedroom brick veneer
home. Good location.
Large lot with shade and





and stove included. By
appointment, Galloway








3 upstairs, closet in
each, one cedar
closet. Two kitchens,
2 baths, utility room,
sun porch, half
basement, electric
heat, 2 car garage
with workshop.




frame house with 1
car garage. Central






Lemted in Itirksry. Phew
days 753-5512, nights 753-
1446.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK, central air 
and
heat (gas), all kitchen
built-ins, washer and
dryer, large family
room, Pyt baths, patio,
gas grill, fenced
backyard, and growing
garden. Home located in
Bagwell Subdivision on




and Gold. CB350, 1973.
Runs great. $725.00. Call
753-5563.
1974 XL350 Honda, 8,000
miles in good condition.
For trail or road. Call
753-8046.
1972 HONDA CB100, new




miles. $625 Call 753-
7550.
100 YAMAHA MX 1974
model. Runs like new.
Good condition. Call 753-
4862 or 753-6738 after 5
p.m.
1972 ELECTRA Coupe, all






pickup needs work. 1973
12 x 50 mobile home.
Call 436-5419 after 5:30
p.m.
1975 HONDA SUPER
Sport. 750 CC 6,000







A78x13" - 15.99+1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 +
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 + 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 + 2.80.
L78x15" - 23.99 + 3.08.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Term.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
VA( ATIoN TIME is
station wagon time. 1968
Ford LTD, good con-
dition. $675.00. Call 753-
0605.
1969 PONTIAC Tempest
350. price reduced. $450.
Runs good, excellent
second car. See at 1637
Miller Ave, Murray.
1960 CHEVROLET truck.
New short block 6
cylinder. 9,000 miles.
Good tires, licensed and
inspected. New cattle










Stanley Henry has bought new home
furnished. Is selling stove,
refrigerator, 6 chair dinette set, two
living room suites, T.V. (color), two
bedroom suites, 6 drawer and 3 door
wardrobe, vacuum cleaner, nice an-
tique dresser, split basket, small dish
cabinet, rockers and other chairs,
small tables, night stands, cream
freezer, cot, nice quilts, numerous
good miscellaneous. Licensed in the

















call 753-2287 after 5, 762-








49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 INTERNATIONAL
34 ton pickup. Long





Sunway 11t ft. self-
contained camper. Call
502-436-2569.
LOOK! What a $125 will
buy. 1967 two door Olds,









Are you Physically Fit?
Why Not Get In Shape
Physical conditioning and weight lif-
ting instructions being offered starting












LAY A-WAY NOW- 55 WILL
HOLD UNTIL JUNE 30th
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
04 Or., I- • •
/*a. t114.2471
We offer you listings below for your consideration, and
solicit an opportunity to show you these listings. We also
need good listings of all kinds. 3 Bedroom bricks, in the
twenties and up and 2 and 3 bedroom frames in the $12 to $15
thousand bracket. We have buyers for farm property of all
kinds.
We appreciate your business.. Fulton Young.
JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK
HOME, located on a 106' x 1;-;' lot in Lynnwood
estates. Has city water, central heat and air, 142
baths, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen built-ins.
Floor plan consist of a living room, kitchen-
family room, utility room ,one car garage. "
A QUALITY, WELL BUILT BRICK home in
Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2 miles
Southeast of Murray. Has central heat and air,
wall to wall carpeting, wood burning fireplace,
baths, single car garage, sliding glass doors
to the concrete patio, city water. Owner wants to
move to the farm.
90 ACRE FARM, located approximately 10 miles
Southeast of Murray, in the New Providence
community. Has 45 acres open land and ap-
proximately 25 acres in wheat this year. Priced
at $22,500.
67 ACRE FARM, suitable for row-crop or cattle
Has approximately 29 acres tendable, relatively
new tobacco barn, large stock pond. Located 1/2
miles South of Ky.-Tenn. State Line Road.
DELUXE 3-BEDROOM DOUBLE WIDE
MOBILE HOME, located on a 150' x 200' lot at
Cherry Corner. Fully furnished with house-type
furniture. Extras include central heat and air,
wall to wall carpeting, built-in dishwasher and
compactor, kitchen range and double oven, out-
side TV antenna with rotor, draperies, above
ground swimming pool, 10' x 12' metal storage
shed. Must see to appreciate.
LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Lyn-
nwood Estates Subdivision, 2 miles Southeast of
Murray. Has central heat and air, wall to wall
carpeting, wood burning fireplace, 1b2 baths,
single car garage, sliding glass doors to the con-
crete patio, city water. Owner wants to move to
the farm.
CHOICE OF 5 building lots, measuring 100' x 375'
each. Located on US-641, approximately 5 miles
South of Murray. FINANCING AVAILABLE.
150' x 200' ATTRACTIVELY WOODED lot at the
Southwest intersection of Lynn Grove Highway
and Johnny Robertson Road, approximately one
mile from Murray city limits.
100' x 250' COMMERCIALLY ZONED LOT in the
city limits of Murray, on South 4th Street, ad-
jacent to Bunny Bread. All city utilities
available.
COMPLETELY FURNISHED 1-BEDROOM
MOBILE HOME situated on a 200' deep wooded
lot in Keniana, near Kentucky Lake. Has a solid
concrete block foundation and underpenning,
graveled driveway, community water system,
field line and septic tank. Owner has moved to
Florida and has agreed to sell for only $4,000.
DESIRABLE, SLOPING, WOODED LOTS in'
Fairview Acres Subdivision. Choice of several.
3 ATTRACTIVELY WOODED LOTS.
overlooking Kentucky Lake, in Green Valley
Estates. Located less than 200' from the boat
launching facilities, community water system.
65 ACRES OF INEXPENSIVE LAND, located
approximately 15 miles Southeast of Murray,
near New Concord. Has a salvageable 2-bedroom
frame house and some outbuildings Ap-
proximately 20 acres of open land, some bot
tomland and some hillside land.
CHOICE OF 4 RESIDENTIAL building lots at
Wiswell. Near the intersection of Ky. 1550 and
Ky. 783.
120' x 200' RESIDENTIAL BUILDING lot on Ky
121, Southeast, in Jackson Acres Subdivision
Community water system or city water
available. Priced to sell.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located near Nev.
Concord. Has 310 acres under fence, ap-
proximately 150 acres tendable. Long road fron
tage on 2 sides.
MOBILE HOME LOT, in Rolling Acres Sub-
division, on Ky. 280 ( Pottertown Road) near the
new East Elementary School. City water hook-
up on the property, plus field lines and septic
tank. Priced at only $2,500.
6 ACRE COMMERCIAL TRACT, located just
North of Murray City limits on US-641. Suitable
location for many different types of businesses
3 ACRE COMMERCIALLY ZONED TRACT
located inside the city limits of Murray at the in-
tersection of 16th Street and Ky. 121 By-Pass
Will sell outright or owners will build and lease
back to suitable tenant.
ONLY $10,000 for a large, roomy 3-bedroom
frame home with aluminum siding. Situated on a
150' x 327' lot in Hazel. Has deep well but city
water is available), city sewers and natural gas,
bath with,tub and shower, paneled walls and wall
to wall carpeting.
12 ACRE TRACT with a large barn ( concrete
floor) and machinery shed. Located ap-
proximately 7 miles Northwest of Murray bet-
ween Stella and Coldwater. Formerly used as a
cattle feeder operation.
50 ACRE FARM, located 611 miles Southeast of
Murray on a blacktop road. Has ap-
proximately 25-30 acres tendable, fair tobacco
barn, lots of highway frontage.
WE HAVE MORE THAN 100 UNUSUALLY
FINE residential building lots. If you are in the
market for a location for your new dream home,
see us before you buy.
To BUY, See Us! ... To Sell, List With Us!
Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Office Hours:
8:30 AM to 5 PM Monday through Friday, 
Office: 753-7333
Saturdays til noon 408 South 4th Street Home: 753-4946
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earn home,
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1967 PLYMOUTH
Belvedere II, one owner,
4. door, all power,
automatic, air, radials,
low mileage and clean.
for age. $450 Call 753-










have to see it and drive
it to believe it! Call 753-
8036, 5 p.m. -8p.m.
1967 CHEVELLE 327 Z-28
intake, Holley headers,
re-built and balanced
engine. Must sell. Call
753-6966.
1973 DATSUN 260Z, ex-
cellent condition. _Local
owner, priced to sell.
$4,800 or best offer. Call
753-9297.
Zia .4%6 3E' X 3IB
9 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 MONTE CARLO.
Call 435-4419
1975 CORVETTE T4ep, 4









Call 753-8717 after 5 p.m.
1969 BISCAYNE
Chevrolet, 4 door,
straight shift, $500. Call
753-0605.
1573 DODGE CHARGER,





mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, $1,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
'Neal
Estate
By Realtor Fred Barber• k
• ..:Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Renting Out Your Home
Your home becomes J
t I °Sine% it you rent d out
either be a year or sorer,
seasonal period such as the
summer The costs of run-
ning the property are cub-
traded from the rent to
determine the net ,nritme
trom the operation !List as
would be done WI AVIV other
business Among the ex-
penses that tan he charged
off are interest or, the mur
tgage maintenance and
repairs agent's fees utilities




If you sell a house you ren-
ted as against a home oc-
cupied by the owner - there
are important tai dif-
levences.
1-0elfreclattort claimed must
be subtracted from the cost
ot the house. You (ant defer
the profit from the sale by
buying another house.
However. you can charge
oft a loss on the sale against
your income for the year
Tar-wise, renting out yowl
borne is a whole new twit
game. So as nol to pass up
any moneysaving deduc-
tions,I sue;gest you put sour
rettim in the hands of a
good stecount4nt.
If there is 'anytbing see can
do to help you in the fiytd of
real esrate, please phone or
drop vs at PLIRDOM &
THURMAN, REAL 5fl
Cr Maple St, Murray.
Phone. 733-4451. We're here
to help"
Almost New
House with beautifully landscaped yard on quiet
Sherry Lane. Six rooms, three bedrooms, two
baths. The living room-den has large fireplace.
Central electric air and heat, built-ins include




Nice Nouse...One Acre Lot
Near Stella. Has new septic tank, new roof, new
floor furnace, new pump, new plumbing and
bathroom fixtures. Natural gas heat. Garage
and two outbuildings.




The Fleming-Go Marina and Boat dock at busy
Pine Bluff Shores on Kentucky lake is for sale
Complete facilities for boat repair and service.




Don fucker /53 1930 • Chuck Shuffett 153 4560
502 Moplo 753-4342





have to see it and drive
It to believe it! Call 753-
'8036, 5 p.m.41p.m.
1970 PONTIAC LEMANS





pickup, 4 wheel drive,
power steering, air, AM-
FM radio, tilt steering,
auxiliary fuel tank and
brakes. Low mileage,
excellent condition.

















trailer. 20W. Call 753-
8566.
973 EL CAMINO topper
for sale. Call 753-4904.
CAMPER, Long bed




V.W., runs good. 1969
V.W. motor and seats
Call 753-7847.
13' SCOTTY camper
sleeps 4. Call 753-2271.
16"TRALLER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-
4904
WILL BA BYSTT for 1 or 2


















clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the





Be the first to rent





tricity, bait, ice and
ramp facilities).
By the month, season

































repair, parts and ser-
vice for all makes of







4124, South 4th Street:
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER






















drapes, you pay only
for material used.
Over 150 patterns, 15
per cent off during
month of May only. P.
N. Hirsch and Co.,
phone 753-9779.
YES, WE ARE GOING to
be hauling hay again





CA RP ET cleaning by
Servicemaster, over 25
years experience, steam
or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work. to
customers satisfaction.
Call collect, for free
estimates, 247-7333.
ENSUIATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling. .












home and industrial, air
_conditioning, and
• refriiteratioa, plumbing





$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
Mill road across bridge










glass table tops and
shelves. Also patio
doors, insulated glass.
M & G Complete Ghia




and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.















and soz”e yard work.
Call 753-1495.
1.4.44
FOR SALE BY OWNER
1805 Sheery Lane
(Off College Fenn Rd. end No 19,11)
3 BR -2 Bath - Central Air and Heat - Living Room -
Family Room, Kitchen Combination, Built-in
Range, Dishwasher, Disposal - Laundry Room.
Patio - Carpet and Linoleum - Dead End Street
$32,950. Call 7534392 for appointment.
. 1101 Meadow Lane
Four bedroom, 3 baths, dining room, living
room, big kitchen, lots of cabinets. Den with
roreplace, large recreation ' room. Two car
garage, 18' door, automatic door, 20' concrete
driveway, well landscaped. Central heat and air,
completeR carpeted. Redo:nod deck
Cali 753-3954, shown by appointmeats.
------mmiatiTelemiiimminemille- IOW
Public Sale
Used School Buses & Truck Chassis
Monday, May 31, 1976, 10:00 a.m.
Clarksville, Tennessee
LOCATION OF SALE. Clarksville-Montgomery County School System Main-
tenance Warehouse located in the New Providence Area on Plum and "B"
Streets. Going toward Fort Campbell, after crossing Red River Bridge at the
top of the hill, turn left at either Plum Street or Oak Street and go to the end of
the street
SCHOOL BUSES
I 1/59 lateraiRiewal 66 passenger Ho. 71
2 1962 ',dermal...al 66 ponmeger No if X No. 35
11944 laternatiewal 66 passenger %o.77
I 1965 laterieseisnal 641 passeloger No. as
I 1963 Wigs 66 pasiteager Me. 26
11944 Dodge 66 poi:meager He. 28
1 1951 .GMC 2 Tea Trick 06010111
TERMS: Cash as is
SALE PROCEDURES: This will he a public sealed bid. Interested buyers may
inspect the buses on weekdays prior to the sale between the hours of 7:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m. Bidders may pick up bid forms at the Board of Education Other,
501 Franklin Street or at the location of sale. Bids will be opened at 10:00 a.m.
and awarded.
In the event of a tie bid, the tie bidders may verbally bid until the highest bid
is received.






• Clarksville-Montgomery County School System
51 Services Offered
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
WILL DO BABYSTITING




square yard. "All work
guaranteed. Call 474-
2789 or 474-2257
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, -decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
1=11111




FREE KITTEN and one
adult tat. 1707 Dodson





EIGHT WEEK old tiger








Sat. May 29, 10 a.m.
At the late Edw. McCleod form
1 Mile Southwest of
Dexter, Ky.
leave Hwy. 641 At South
Edge of Dexter
Will sell nice farm machinery, furniture, antique
items and appliances.
Beth* Stew, Refrierinnwr, News Freeter, Antearirtic Washer
Weal Morelia, Stove Sound Maple T4016 end 6 Chairs Two
*serum suttos t onion tenni T.Y., lhimiregoas wire. pier
Wet ratites, leases, owriertee ordiers, finny oak ciao. cabana'
14401 table, old rockers, dresse,s, treed% sewing nectiont, eie
gun iiike's conk* animas nen odd huskers, new I' i 10
wiersniele bedding. Ike ivn 4000 fora 'buster, (1600 Nrs.
Cies 5s . 3 • 14" sprint try plows, Heti hitcli disc, spring
type ortttreter, tractor pest4•14 *paw hoon psis, retort, hoe
tettiperter, retry letswer. voter Mode 2 • wept)**
reseed hes feeder, 1 selseel tease, levre woes., big j..lets of
To 
wed took, WM mice farsif ron.




435 Cal nor t•spouirbio W Case Of Accidents'' 
43S 4144
• 
Buy Your Home Through
Kopperud Realty
London Drive
Just listed, new home in Canterbury Estates, nearing completion. Buy now
and choose your own wallpaper, carpeting and other interior decor. Thns•
large bedrooms, two baths, large den with fireplace, formal dining room,
kitchen, ten closets, and electric heat pump. Hanle has pella windows,
recessed lighting, built-in bookcases, custom made cabinets and has quality
throughout. Phone Us today. :
Oxford Drive
This quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath home in Canterbury Estates has lovely car-
peting throughout, large living room, formal dining room, very large kit-
chen-den combination, central heat and air, 2 car garage with ample storage
and wooden deck patio in backyard. Priced at $42,750.
Gatesborough
3 bedroom, 2 bath home with many outstanding features, including den with
fireplace, wood beamed ceilings, dark wood paneling, built-in desk and
bookshelves. Stereo speakers throughout house, central vacuum, large
modern kitchen with all appliances, including built-in trash compactor. Cen-
tral electric heating and air, large two car garage and ample storage areas
$44,500.
2210 Grrtesborough Circle
This colonial brick ranch home has many fine features for comfortable and
elegant living. This home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, living room with dining
area, den with fireplace, large kitchen, utility room, enclosed sun porch, and
two car attached garage. Exquisite color coordination and decor in every
room, central gas heat, central electric air-conditioning and many extras
Phone Bill Koppenid 753-1222 for an appointment. 844,900
905 Doran Road
Three bedroom modern brick ranch home with 2 baths, large living room,
dining room, kitchen-den combination, central gas heat and central electric
Mr. Owners moving out of state and must sell. Make an offer and get a real
bargain on this well built and well !ocated home
1607 Parklane
Like new, very neat and attractive 3 bedroom Pi bath home with living
room, kitchen-den combination utility room, covered concrete patio, outside
storage, central heat and air and garage. Only $31,500.
1200 South 16th
Three bedroom home on large lot with large impressive stone fireplace and
shag carpet in den. Living room, dining room and kitchen. A well located
home in west end of Murray Price $29,900
West of Murray
Located just outside the city limits is this modern brick ranch home with 2
bedrooms, large living room, a very large kitchen, and utility room. Central
heat and air, carpet and large lot in country setting make this a ver
pleasant home. $27,000.
Country Living-Reasonable Price
New 3 bedroom home near Lynn Grove on over 9 acres of land. Over 8 ten
dable acres, stock barn, partially fenced Excellent location with over 400
foot frontage on Highway 94. Priced at only $27,500
4 Bedroom Home on 2 Acres
Ready for immediate occupancy is this 4 bedroom, Pi bath home with large
living room, dining,room, kitchen, and full basement. House sets on 2 acres
and is priced at only $19,500
Zoned for Business
Well-built older three bedroom home at downtown l(K-ation featuring har
dwood floors,-living room with wood burning fireplace, (lining room, kitchen.
1 bath, and entry foyer. Home is in an excellent state of repair and can be
purchased for only $11,000
55 Acres
Excellent location, 1"7 miles mirth of Murray $45,000
146 Acres
146 Acres with over 1000 feet of frontage on Barkley lake Several excellent
building sites with beautiful lake view. Own your own private secluded
resort for only $459 per acre total price. $67,000.
10 Acre Wooded Tract
Located just south of Uncle Jeff's on Highway 641 within the city limits of
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Closing Arguments In Amburgy Trial Expected Study Completed By Bar Association
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
Fayette Circuit Court Judge
Armand Angelucci announced
that closing arguments would
be heard at 9 a.m. today and
the jury was to begin
deliberating in the James
Fast, Film Service
(do., bor &If 431, silk
Full Roll
As low As 52.99
ARTCRAFT STUDIOS
Low Low Filen Prices
11115e, 1211. 153-0035
Aznbergey murder trial after
the defense rested its case
Wednesday without calling a
witness.
Amburgey, 34, of Pippa
Passes,, is charged with the
murder of 18-year-old go-go
dancer Janet Whalen, whose
body was found in a shower
stall at a Lexington motel Jan.
29. David Jacobs, 28, also of
Pippa Passes, will be tried
July 26 in connection with the
slaying.
The prosecution completed
its case about 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday after calling its
40th witness to the stand. Dr.
James T. McClellan, a
pathologist at St. Joseph
Hospital here, was the final
state witness.
McClellan testified that an
autopsy revealed a "gaping
slash" on the right side of Miss
Whalen's neck, bruises on her
face and head and evidence
indicating she had been
choked. He said the victim had
lost nine or ten pints of blood
and had probably died within
ten minutes of being slashed
across the neck.
McClellan said it was his




(AP) — A suit has been filed
against the Warren County
Board of Education charging




teachers' group affiliated with
the Kentucky Education
Association, filed the suit
Wednesday in Warren Circuit
Court.
The association claims that
private education board
meetings have been held — an
April 19 meeting was men-
tioned specifically — in
violation of state law.
opinion that the victim could
have survived the slash
across her throat had she been
attended to immediately.
In testimony recorded
during a police interview of
Amburgey at Indianapolis and
introduced as evidence, the
defendant said he left Miss
Whalen alive at the motel with
a man he did not know.
Raymond Brunk, an
Indianapolis police officer,
testified that when he found
the accused and a 17-year-old
juvenile at an Indianapolis bus
station, Amburgey said "I'm




asked for a life sentence for
Amburgey. The case will go to
the jury Thursday following
closing remarks.
Jacobs and Amburgey are
also charged in Indiana with




The Murray Postoffice will
be closed Monday, May 31, in
observance of the national
holiday, Memorial Day.
No city or rural mail
delivery will be made and the
holiday dispatch schedule will
be observed. The lobby will be
open and stamps may be
purchased at the stamp
machine.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Recommendations including
group "legal plans" fee ar-
bitration between lawyer and
client and improvement in the
state's law schools are in-
cluded after completion of a
study by the Kentucky Bar
Association.
The final report of the long-
range planning study, which
was started in January, 1975,
was released Wednesday.
Ben L. Kessinger, Jr. of
Lexington, KBA president,
said the report will introduce
continuity into KBA's
programs. He said such
continuity had been lacking in
the past due to yea
r-to-year
change in leadership of the
organization.
-I think one of the main
accomplishments was getting
lawyers and laymen together
and getting the layman's view
of the legal profession,"
Kessinger said.
He said a "big area of
discussion was a plan for
prepaid legal fees or a group
legal service." Kessinger said
a report on that plan will be
SEND COMPLAINTS
DERBY, England ( API —
The Derbyshire County Council
paid $I due on a parcel that ar-
nved at its headquarters dam-
aged and without a stamp
It came from the Post Office
Users National Council and
contained 200 leaflets entitled
• Have you a complaint about
the post office"
issued iii July.
Legal insurance and gt oup
legal service plans may
eventually provide legal
services to the under-
represented middle class, the
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s
comprises 70 per cent of the
nation's consumers, it added.
The fee arbitration
recommendation calls for a
review, with a layman
representative on the panel, of
disputed charges between
attorney and client.
The repoit also Calls for
more practical courses to be
taught in law schools, such as
a course on the everyday






For More Shopping Convenience
Come visit & browse, See the new shops in the new 
Dixieland Shoppint Center a
ddition.





















Acme Pimples Cream Medication






Baby Yourself With Johnson's
Baby Powder
Purest Protection




7 oz. 11.75 VALUE
SAVE 76'
Say-Rites
Low Price
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